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1 Introduction

In a spiral galaxy two mass components are visible: stars and gas. The

distribution of the stars is obtained from optical observations. It consists of

a disk; in the inner regions also a bulge may be present. The distribution

of the gas is inferred from 21 cm line observations of the neutral hydrogen,

which is indicated as HI and is the primary component of the gas. The gas

appears to be located in a layer with approximately the same orientation in

space as the stellar disk.

Usually the gas layer of a spiral galaxy is modelled as a set of circular

rings, all rings having the same centre and systemic velocity, and orientations

in space that are allowed to vary mildly with the radii of the rings. The

orientations of the rings and the rotation velocities of the gas on the rings

are derived from the HI velocity �eld (the distribution on the sky of the

observed HI mean line of sight velocity), and after the ring parameters have

been determined, the surface densities of the gas on the rings are derived

from the HI column density �eld (the observed HI distribution on the sky)

(Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis).

The rotation velocity on a circular ring is proportional to the square

root of the amount of mass inside the ring. So, from the measured rotation

velocities also the radial mass distribution in the spiral galaxy can be derived.

In most spiral galaxies, at small radii the measured rotation velocities rapidly

increase with radius to remain constant at intermediate and large radii. If

all the mass were in the form of stars and gas, however, at large radii the

rotation velocities would show a Keplerian fall o� with radius, which is not

observed. This means that in the outer parts of the galaxies much more

mass may be present than is seen in the form of stars and gas.

Apparently the radial mass distribution in a spiral galaxy is not repre-

sented correctly by the radial distribution of the stars and gas. So probably

the vertical mass distribution in the galaxy will neither be represented cor-

rectly by the vertical distribution of the stars and gas, and therefore it must
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be derived otherwise. Polar ring galaxies have been used for this purpose. In

addition to a disk, a polar ring galaxy has a ring of stars and gas perpendic-

ular to the plane of the galaxy, and from the rotation velocities of the gas in

this ring the vertical mass distribution in the galaxy can be derived (Sackett

and Sparke 1990). In ordinary spiral galaxies, the combination of the ran-

dom velocity dispersion of the gas and the gas layer thickness can be used. If

the gas is in hydrostatic equilibrium in the vertical direction, the thickness of

the gas layer will depend solely on the random velocity dispersion of the gas

and on the vertical mass distribution of the galaxy: if the random velocity

dispersion is high while the layer is thin, the mass distribution in the galaxy

will be attened, and vice versa. Therefore, from measurements of the HI

random velocity dispersion and layer thickness in a spiral galaxy, also the

attening of the mass distribution in the galaxy can be derived.

However, only in edge-on galaxies the HI layer thickness, and only in

face-on galaxies the vertical random velocity dispersion can be measured

directly. Van der Kruit (1981) used such measurements to determine the

mass distribution in the edge-on spiral galaxy NGC 891. While the gas

layer thickness in NGC 891 was directly measured, the HI random velocity

dispersion was assumed to be the average value measured in a number of

approximately face-on galaxies.

The disadvantages of this approach are clear. The thickness of the gas

layer is only measured correctly if the layer is viewed exactly edge-on. If

it is not, the projection on the sky of the layer will interfere with the mea-

surement, and since the radial extent of the gas layer of a spiral galaxy is

much larger than its vertical extent, this will disturb the measurement. The

random velocity dispersion of the gas, however, is only measured correctly

if the layer is viewed exactly face-on, since otherwise the rotation of the gas

will interfere with the measurement. So two spiral galaxies are needed, one

must be viewed exactly edge-on, and the other exactly face-on. Also it must

be assumed that in the edge-on galaxy the random velocity dispersion of

the gas is equal to the average value found in the face-on galaxies. In good

approximation this is probably correct however, as in a number of face-on

galaxies approximately the same HI random velocity dispersions have been

found (Kamphuis 1993, Ph.D. thesis, page 265).

In the present study, in two inclined spiral galaxies, NGC 3198 and

NGC 2403, the HI random velocity dispersion and layer thickness will be

measured simultaneously. This will be done from the HI velocity dispersion

�eld (the distribution on the sky of the observed HI line of sight velocity

dispersion). In an inclined spiral galaxy, the observed line of sight velocity
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dispersion at each position in the sky is the sum of the random velocity dis-

persion and a systematic component. This systematic component represents

the variation of the line of sight velocity inside the volume that is spanned

by the observational beam and the layer thickness. It is proportional to

the positional dependence of the line of sight velocity and the size of the

volume, and through the volume also to the layer thickness. In an inclined

spiral galaxy, therefore, in addition to the HI random velocity dispersion,

from the observed HI velocity dispersion �eld also the gas layer thickness

can in principle be derived. In this thesis this method will be developed and

used.

Subsequently, the measured random velocity dispersions and the layer

thicknesses will be used to determine the vertical mass distribution in each

of the two galaxies. In the determination also the gravitation of the gas itself

will be taken into account. This is necessary, because in the outer parts of a

spiral galaxy, the gas makes an important contribution to the mass density

near the plane of the galaxy, and therefore the self-gravitation of the gas has

signi�cant inuence on the thickness of the gas layer.
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2 Theory

2.1 Introduction

When a neutral hydrogen layer in a galaxy is observed with a radio sys-

nthesis telescope, at each position in the sky a velocity pro�le is obtained.

This velocity pro�le represents the column density of the gas per unit inter-

val of the line of sight velocity, convolved with the beam and instrumental

velocity resolution pro�le. The interpretation of observed velocity pro�les

in terms of the physical parameters of the gas layer is not straightforward.

The reason is that the observed quantities represent integrals of the density

and velocity distribution of the gas in various directions. One integration is

along the line of sight, two integrations are over the plane of the sky (i.e. the

convolution with the beam), and one integration is along the line of sight

velocity axis (i.e. the convolution with the instrumental velocity pro�le).

The analysis of 21 cm line observations of the HI layers of spiral galaxies

usually is restricted to the observed column density and mean velocity �elds.

For a normalized instrumental velocity pro�le, these �elds are inuenced by

the beam and the layer thickness only, and usually it is assumed that this

inuence is negligible. In this situation the integration along the line of sight

need not be considered and modelling of the observations is relatively easy.

Our aim in the present study is to measure the layer thickness. Because

the size of the beam usually is comparable to the size of the projection of the

layer thickness on the plane of the sky, it cannot be neglected any longer.

To take the e�ects of the beam and the layer thickness into account, local

approximations to the density and velocity distribution of the gas inside the

layer are made, and with these local approximations the integration along

the line of sight and the convolution with the beam and instrumental velocity

5
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Figure 2.1 Local geometry of the observation of a gas layer with a small beam.

In the observation only a small volume inside the gas layer is involved. In the �gure this
volume is indicated as V0. It is located along the line of sight, between the two dotted

ellipses, which are the projections of the beam on the upper and lower plane of the layer.

Two local coordinate systems are de�ned. Of both systems the origin is de�ned as the
intersection of the line of sight with the mid-plane of the layer, and located at the very

centre of the �gure. The x{y{z coordinate system is the coordinate system of the observer.

It is connected to the sky and the line of sight. The x{y plane is the plane of the sky,
and the z{axis is along the line of sight. In the �gure the x{axis is perpendicular to the

plane of the paper, and the y{z axes are in the plane of the paper. The X{Y {Z system

is the coordinate system of the gas layer. The X{Y plane is the plane of the layer, and
the Z{axis is the vertical axis. In the �gure the X{axis is perpendicular to the paper,

and the Y {Z axes are in the plane of the paper. The x{ and X{axes coincide along the

intersection of the plane of the layer with the plane of the sky. In observations of a circular
layer (of a spiral galaxy for example) the x{ and y{axes lie respectively along the major

and minor axes of the image of the layer in the sky.
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pro�le of the density and velocity distribution of the gas will be done.1

In this way simple expressions are obtained for the observed column den-

sities, mean velocities, and velocity dispersions as a function of the physical

quantities in the gas layer. These expressions can be seen as `medium' for

the �tting of models to the observations.

2.2 The Central Moments of Observed Velocity

Pro�les of an Inclined Gas Layer

Figure 2.1 is a sketch of the local geometry of the observation of a single

velocity pro�le in a moderately inclined gas layer. It is supposed that the

observation is not located close to the edge of the image of the layer in the

sky and that, compared to this image, the beam is small. The volume that

contains the gas that is involved in the observation is spanned by the beam

and the vertical extent of the gas layer. In Figure 2.1 this volume is indicated

as V0. The observed velocity pro�le corresponds to the distribution of the

line of sight velocities of the gas inside V0. It is completely determined by

the probability distribution of the random line of sight velocity of the gas,

the positional dependence of the systematic line of sight velocity of the gas,

the density distribution of the gas, and the shape and size of the volume,

and through the volume the velocity pro�le also depends on the size of the

beam and the layer thickness.

Since the gas that is involved in the observation lies all inside V0, only

inside this volume the local approximations that are made to �nd an expres-

sion for the observed velocity pro�le have to hold. Theoretically the volume

V0 is in�nitely large, because the wings of the beam and the vertical density

pro�le extend to in�nity, but in practice, if the beam is small and the layer

is not too thick, the volume where these wings are signi�cant will be small.

Therefore the approximations can indeed be considered local.

The following local approximations are made:

1 The plane of the layer is not warped.

2 The density of the gas is not dependent on position in the plane of the

layer, only on height above the plane of the layer.

1Somewhat similar local approximations were used by Begeman, to correct observed

mean line of sight velocities for the inuence of the beam (Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis,
page 40).
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3 The gas layer is symmetrical with respect to its principal plane.

4 The systematic velocity of the gas depends linearly on position in space.

5 The probability distribution of the random velocity of the gas does not

depend on position in space.

6 The systematic velocity of the gas is not dependent on height above the

plane of the layer.

For the observed velocity pro�le itself no suitable equation can be derived

with these approximations, but for the observed ux per beam, Fobs, mean

velocity, vobs, and velocity dispersion, �obs, respectively equations (2.1),

(2.2), and (2.3) are found (see Appendix A). Actually, in the observations

that are used in this study (see Chapter 4) the noise is so high that the ob-

served velocity pro�les contain no more information than these three quan-

tities anyway.

In the x, y, z coordinate system the x{ and y{axes lie in the plane of the

sky, with the x{axis along the intersection of the plane of the sky with the

plane of the gas layer, and the z{axis is the line of sight (see also �gure 2.1).

The beam is assumed to be point symmetrical. Its area is denoted as


B, and the dispersion measures of its x{ and y{axes as B0x and B0y . The

instrumental velocity resolution pro�le is supposed to be symmetrical around

velocity zero, and its integral and velocity dispersion are denoted as Iinst
and �inst. As a measure for the layer thickness, the dispersion of the density

distribution of the gas in the layer in the vertical direction is used, which is

denoted as Z0.

Equation (2.1) for the observed ux per beam, given below, is well known.

It implies that the observed column density is the surface density of the gas

at the position of the observation in the plane of the layer, denoted as �,

corrected for the inclination of the layer, denoted as i.

Fobs = Iinst
B

�

cos(i)
(2.1)

Equation (2.2) for the observed mean velocity of the gas is less well

known, but it is implicitly used when it is assumed that the beam and

layer thickness do not inuence the observed mean velocity �eld. It says

that the observed mean velocity is the systematic velocity of the gas at the
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intersection of the line of sight with the mid-plane of the layer, which is

denoted as vsys(z=0).

vobs = vsys(z=0) (2.2)

Equation (2.3) for the observed velocity dispersion is new. Three con-

tributions can be recognized. The �rst, �inst, is the instrumental velocity

resolution. The second, �ran(z=0), is the random line of sight velocity dis-

persion of the gas at the intersection of the line of sight with the mid-plane

of the layer. The third contribution is the dispersion of the systematic line

of sight velocity of the gas inside the volume that is involved in the obser-

vation of the velocity pro�le. It is represented by the last three terms in

the equation, with the derivatives of the observed mean line of sight velocity

of the gas with respect to position in the sky. It can be separated into a

dispersion over the area of the beam, given by the terms with B0x and B0y,

and a dispersion along the line of sight, given by the term with Z0 sin(i). (It

should be noticed that Z0 sin(i) is the projection of the layer thickness on

the plane of the sky.)

�2obs = �2inst + �2ran(z=0) +

�
@vobs

@x

�2
B2

0x +

�
@vobs

@y

�2
B2

0y +

�
@vobs

@y

�2
sin2(i)Z2

0

(2.3)

With the aid of these three equations the physical parameters of a gas

layer can be derived by �tting models to the observed column density, mean

velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds.

2.3 The Measurement of the Gas Layer Thickness

in Nearby Spiral Galaxies

Usually the gas layer of a spiral galaxy is modelled as a set of concentric

circular rings with orientations that vary mildly with radius. This model is

called a tilted ring model. The orientations of the rings and the rotation

velocities of the gas are determined from the observed mean velocity �eld,

with equation (2.2), and the surface densities of the gas on the rings from

the observed column density �eld, with equation (2.1).

By �tting equation (2.3) to the observed velocity dispersion �eld also the

random velocity dispersion of the gas and the layer thickness on the rings can

be measured. The instrumental velocity dispersion, �inst, and the widths of

the beam, B0x and B0y , are known and the position angles and inclinations

already have been determined in the �tting of the rings to the velocity �eld.
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Although the position angle does not explicitly appear in equation (2.3), it

de�nes the directions of the x{ and y{axes, and so its value is needed as

well. The derivatives of the velocity �eld with respect to position in the

sky, @vobs=@x and @vobs=@y, must also be determined from the velocity �eld,

as the parameters of the �tted circular rings or as the linear coe�cients of

locally �tted polynomials.

Table 2.1The feasibility of measuring the thickness of a gas layer with dispersion

measure of 500 pc in nearby spiral galaxies. For a signi�cant measurement the

projection of the layer thickness on the sky should not be small compared to the size of

the beam, and the contribution to the observed velocity dispersion by the layer thickness
should be su�ciently large compared to the contribution from the combination of the

random velocity dispersion and the instrumental velocity resolution, which combination
usually is of the order of 10 km/s.

galaxy M31 N2403 N3198 N6503 N7331

distance1 2 (Mpc) 0.69 3.25 9.36 5.94 14.9

inclination2 (degrees) 77.5 60 72 74 75

systemic velocity2 (km/s) �299 133 660 25.5 820

rotation velocity2 (km/s) 257 130 150 115 240

radial extent of HI (arcsec) 4780 1240 660 775 510

projection of layer thickness on sky
(dispersion, arcsec)

146 27 10 17 7

smallest beam of WSRT (major

axis, dispersion, arcsec)

7.7 5.5 7.7 5.4 9.0

maximum contribution to observed
velocity dispersion from layer thickness

at 2/3 of total extent of layer (km/s)

26 3.7 5.2 6.6 9.2

velocity resolution of WSRT

(dispersion, km/s)

3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

1As Hubble constant 75 km s�1 Mpc�1 has been used.
2Data M31 from Brinks (1984), further from Begeman (1987).

The feasibility of measuring of the random velocity dispersion and the

layer thickness depends on two criteria. First, the projection of the layer

thickness on the sky, Z0 sin(i), should not be small compared to the size of

the beam in the y-direction, B0y , otherwise the contribution to the observed

velocity dispersion from the layer thickness cannot be measured in the pres-

ence of the contribution from the beam. Second, the contribution to the

observed velocity dispersion from the layer thickness, (@vobs=@y)Z0 sin(i),
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itself must be large enough compared to the combination of the random ve-

locity dispersion, �ran, and the instrumental velocity dispersion, �inst, which

is usually of the order of 10 km/s. The contribution by the layer thickness

to the observed velocity dispersion is largest where the derivative is max-

imal, and this occurs at two lines in the plane of the sky, with equations

y = �x cos(i) (see Appendix B). These two lines form an X-shaped feature,

which can indeed be recognized in the simulated velocity dispersion �elds of

models, and in the observed HI velocity dispersion �elds of spiral galaxies

(see Chapter 3, Section 3.5, and Chapter 4, Section 4.2).

For all galaxies given in Table 2.1, measuring a layer thickness with a dis-

persion measure of 500pc seems possible with the WSRT. The most di�cult

cases appear to be NGC 2403 and NGC 7331. In NGC 2403 the problem

is that the expected contribution to the observed velocity dispersion from

the layer thickness is too small, because of the low inclination of the galaxy

in combination with the low rotation velocity of its gas. In NGC 7331 the

problem is that its large distance results in a small projection of the thick-

ness of its gas layer on the plane of the sky. In principle these problems can

be solved with high signal to noise, and high spatial and velocity resolutions.

Not all problems can be solved by improving the quality of the observa-

tions, however. If the layer is thick and its inclination is large, the volume

that is involved in the observation of an individual velocity pro�le will be too

large for the local approximations to hold. In principle this problem can be

solved by increasing the order of the approximations. The positional depen-

dence of the surface density of the gas can be approximated linearly, instead

of kept constant, and the positional dependence of the systematic line of

sight velocity of the gas can be approximated by a second degree instead of

a �rst degree polynomial. Using higher order approximations, however, will

also make the equations involved much more complicated. Moreover, since

higher order derivatives with respect to position in the sky of the observed

column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds will be needed,

observations with an extremely high signal to noise ratio would be required.

Finally it should be mentioned that the systematic velocity of the gas

may not be independent of height above the plane of the layer as has been

assumed. Such an e�ect has been found by Swaters and Sancisi in NGC 891

(Swaters, Sancisi, van der Hulst, in preparation). Also the assumption that

the layer thickness and random velocity dispersion are constant on circular

rings may be incorrect, but no better alternative is available at present.
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Appendix A Velocity Pro�les of a Gas Layer

In this appendix equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) for the observed ux

per beam, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion will be derived.

A continuum description of the gas will be applied, characterized by the

density, �(~x), the systematic velocity, ~vsys(~x), and the probability distribu-

tion of the random velocity, pran(~x;~v). At each position in space, the velocity

distribution of gas is centered on the local systematic velocity, that is, its

probability distribution, p(~x;~v), is given by:

p(~x;~v) = pran(~x;~v � ~vsys(~x)) : (2A.1)

In 6D position-velocity space the gas is described with its phase density,

f(~x;~v). This is the amount of gas per six-dimensional unit of space and

velocity. The phase density is equal to the product of the density and the

probability distribution of the velocity of the gas:

f(~x;~v) = �(~x) p(~x;~v) = �(~x) pran(~x;~v � ~vsys(~x)) : (2A.2)

The phase density is not an observable quantity. In observations one

measures its integral over velocity in the plane of the sky and position along

the line of sight, convolved with the beam and the instrumental velocity

pro�le. To obtain an expression for the observed velocity pro�les of a gas

layer, these integrations and convolutions are evaluated below.

The directions in the plane of the sky are indicated by x and y, the direc-

tion along the line of sight by z, and the corresponding velocity components

by respectively vx, vy , and vz . The beam is denoted as B(x; y), its area as


B, and its dispersion measures along the x{ and y{axes as B0x and B0y.

The instrumental velocity pro�le is denoted as pinst(vz), and its integral and

velocity dispersion as Iinst and �inst. The data values in observed velocity

pro�les are ux densities per beam. They are denoted as fobs. The velocity

pro�le then is given by:

fobs(x; y; vz) = (2A.3)Z
dvxdvydv

0

zdx
0dy0dz pinst(v

0

z)B(x
0; y0) �(�~x) pran(�~x;�~v � ~vsys(�~x))

with �~x = (x� x0; y � y0; z) and �~v = (vx; vy; vz � v0z).
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The ux per beam, Fobs, mean velocity, vobs, and velocity dispersion,

�obs are respectively the zeroth, �rst, and second central moments of the

velocity pro�le. They are given by:

Fobs(x; y) =

Z
dvz fobs(x; y; vz) (2A.4)

vobs(x; y) =
1

Fobs(x; y)

Z
dvz fobs(x; y; vz) vz (2A.5)

�2
obs

(x; y) =
1

Fobs(x; y)

Z
dvz fobs(x; y; vz) (vz � vobs(x; y))

2 (2A.6)

Substituting equation (2A.3) in equations (2A.4), (2A.5), and (2A.6), and

evaluating the integrations over vx, vy and vz yields:

Fobs(x; y) =

Z
dv0zdx

0dy0dz
h
pinst(v

0

z)B(x
0; y0) �(�~x)

i
(2A.7)

vobs(x; y) =
1

Fobs(x; y)

Z
dv0zdx

0dy0dz

h
pinst(v

0

z)B(x
0; y0) �(�~x)(v0z + vsys(�~x))

i
(2A.8)

�2obs(x; y) =
1

Fobs(x; y)

Z
dv0zdx

0dy0dz

h
pinst(v

0

z)B(x
0; y0) �(�~x)

�
�2
ran

(�~x)+(v0z+vsys(�~x)�vobs(x; y))
2
�i
(2A.9)

with �~x = (x� x0; y � y0; z). Evaluating also the integration in v0z yields:

Fobs(x; y) = Iinst

Z
dx0dy0dz

h
B(x0; y0)�(�~x)

i
(2A.10)

vobs(x; y) =
Iinst

Fobs(x; y)

Z
dx0dy0dz

h
B(x0; y0)�(�~x) vsys(�~x)

i
(2A.11)

�2obs(x; y) =
Iinst

Fobs(x; y)

Z
dx0dy0dz

h
B(x0; y0)�(�~x)(�2inst + �2ran(�~x) + (vsys(�~x)� vobs(x; y))

2)
i

(2A.12)

all with �~x = (x � x0; y � y0; z). To evaluate the integrations over x0, y0
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and z, local simplifying approximations to the positional dependence of the

density, systematic velocity, and random velocity distribution of the gas will

be made. For notational convenience, in the evaluation of the integrations,

only one velocity pro�le will considered at a time, and as the origin of the

coordinate system in x and y the position in the sky of the observation will

be used. So, in equations (2A.10), (2A.11) and (2A.12), x and y become

zero, the (x; y) dependence of Fobs, vobs and �obs can be omitted, and x0 and

y0 can be replaced by x and y.

The �rst local approximation concerns the x, y, z dependence.

1 Locally the layer is not warped.

It is assumed that locally the layer is at and consequently the intersection

of the mid-plane of the layer with the plane of the sky is a straight line.

So locally the position angle of the layer can be de�ned as the orientation

of this intersection in the plane of the sky, and the inclination as the angle

between the plane of the sky and the plane of the layer.

This is used to complete the de�nition of the x{y{z coordinate system.

The x{y plane and the z{axis have already been de�ned, as respectively the

plane of the sky and the line of sight, but the location of the origin and the

x{ and y{axes themselves have not completely been de�ned yet. The origin

is de�ned as the intersection of the line of sight with the mid-plane of the

layer, and the x{axis as the intersection of the plane of the sky with the

mid-plane of the layer, with the y{axis perpendicular to this intersection.

Locally, because the layer is at, the x{ and y{axes are straight lines.

Because the approximations concern the gas layer and not the observer,

in addition to the x{y{z frame, which is connected to the observer and the

sky, also an X{Y {Z frame that is connected to the layer is de�ned (see �g-

ure 2.1). The transformation between the two coordinate frames is given by:

8><
>:

x = X

y = Y cos(i)� Z sin(i)

z = Y sin(i) + Z cos(i)

and

8><
>:

X = x

Y = y cos(i) + z sin(i)

Z = �y sin(i) + z cos(i)

(2A.13)

with i indicating the inclination of the layer. For the calculations actu-

ally the x{y{Z coordinate system is most suitable. In this frame the z{

coordinate is given by (Z+ y sin(i))= cos(i), and the volume element dxdydz

by dxdydZ= cos(i).
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The second local approximation concerns the density distribution of the

gas layer:

2 The density of the gas depends only on height above the plane of the layer:

�(~x) = �(Z) : (2A.14)

The third local approximation is actually an assumption. It also concerns

the density distribution of the gas layer.

3 The layer is symmetrical with respect to its plane:

�(�Z) = �(+Z) : (2A.15)

By substituting (2A.14) in (2A.10), and evaluating the integrations equa-

tion (2A.16) is obtained, which is equation (2.1) in the text.

Fobs = Iinst

ZZZ
+1

�1

dxdy
dZ

cos(i)

2
4B(x; y) �(Z)

3
5

= Iinst
B

�

cos(i)
; (2A.16)

with � indicating the surface density of the gas layer, given by:

� =

Z
+1

�1

dZ �(Z) : (2A.17)

The fourth local approximation concerns the systematic velocity distri-

bution inside the gas layer.

4 The systematic line of sight velocity of the gas depends only linearly on

position:

vsys(~x) = vsys +
@vsys

@x
x+

@vsys

@y
y +

@vsys

@z
z : (2A.18)

By substituting equations (2A.14), (2A.15), and (2A.18), in equation (2A.11),

and evaluating the integrations, equation (2A.19) is obtained, which is equa-

tion (2.2) in the text.
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vobs =
Iinst

Fobs

ZZZ
+1

�1

dxdy
dZ

cos(i)2
4B(x; y) �(Z)

 
vsys �

@vsys

@x
x�

@vsys

@y
y +

@vsys

@z

Z � y sin(i)

cos(i)

!3
5

= vsys (2A.19)

The �fth local approximation concerns the random velocity dispersion of

the gas.

5 The random line of sight velocity dispersion of the gas is independent of

position:

�ran(~x) = �ran : (2A.20)

By substituting equations (2A.14), (2A.15), (2A.18), and (2A.20) into equa-

tion (2A.12), and evaluating the integrations, equation (2A.21) is obtained:

�2obs = �2inst +
Iinst

Fobs

ZZZ
+1

�1

dxdy
dZ

cos(i)2
4B(x; y) �(Z)

 
�2
ran

+

�
�
@vsys

@x
x �

@vsys

@y
y +

@vsys

@z

Z � y sin(i)

cos(i)

�2!35
= �2

inst
+ �2

ran

+

�
@vsys

@x

�2
B2

0x +

�
@vsys

@y
+
sin(i)

cos(i)

@vsys

@z

�2
B2

0y +

�
@vsys

@z

�2 Z2
0

cos2(i)
;

(2A.21)

with Z0 the dispersion of the vertical density pro�le of the layer in the Z

direction:

Z0
2 =

1

�

Z
+1

�1

dZ Z2�(Z) : (2A.22)

With the sixth local approximation, which is actually an assumption, the

three derivatives in equation (2A.21) of the systematic velocity of the gas

with respect to position in space: @vsys=@x, @vsys=@y, and @vsys=@z, can be
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expressed into the two derivatives of the observed mean line-of-sight velocity

of the gas with respect to position in the sky: @vobs=@x and @vobs=@y. The

assumption concerns the systematic velocity of the gas.

6 The systematic line of sight velocity does not depend on height above the

plane of the layer:

@vsys

@Z
= 0 : (2A.23)

First a relation will be derived between @vsys=@y and @vsys=@z, to solve the

problem that expressing three derivatives of vsys into two derivatives of vobs
is underdetermined, and next the derivatives of vsys will be expressed in the

derivatives of vobs.

A di�erence, dvsys, in the systematic velocity of the gas caused by a shift

(dx; dy; dz) in position is equal to:

dvsys =
@vsys

@x
dx+

@vsys

@y
dy +

@vsys

@z
dz : (2A.24)

If (dx; dy; dx) and (dX; dY; dZ) represent the same displacement in space

dvsys can also be written as:

dvsys =
@vsys

@X
dX +

@vsys

@Y
dY +

@vsys

@Z
dZ : (2A.25)

Consequently:

@vsys

@X
dX+

@vsys

@Y
dY +

@vsys

@Z
dZ =

@vsys

@x
dx+

@vsys

@y
dy+

@vsys

@z
dz : (2A.26)

Because the x{ and X{axes are the same, the terms with dX and dx cancel.

According to equation (2A.23) the term with dZ becomes zero. So:

@vsys

@Y
dY =

@vsys

@y
dy +

@vsys

@z
dz : (2A.27)

From equation (2A.13) it follows that dY = cos(i)dy+sin(i)dz. Substituting

this into the left hand side of equation (2A.27) yields:

cos(i)
@vsys

@Y
dy + sin(i)

@vsys

@Y
dz =

@vsys

@y
dy +

@vsys

@z
dz ; (2A.28)

which leads to:
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cos(i)
@vsys

@Y
=

@vsys

@y
, sin(i)

@vsys

@Y
=

@vsys

@z
; (2A.29)

and consequently:

@vsys

@z
= tan(i)

@vsys

@y
; (2A.30)

which is the required relation between @vsys=@y and @vsys=@z.

A di�erence, dvobs, in the observed mean velocity of the gas caused by a

shift (dx; dy) in the position of the observation in the sky can be written as:

dvobs =
@vobs

@x
dx+

@vobs

@y
dy : (2A.31)

Equation (2A.19) states that the observed mean velocity is equal to the

systematic velocity of the gas in the plane of the layer. So the change in

vobs due to a shift (dx; dy) in position in the plane of the sky is equal to the

change in vsys due to the projection of this shift on the plane of the layer.

Projected on the plane of the layer a shift (dx; dy) in position in the sky is

(dx; dy; dy tan(i)). So, with equation (2A.24), dvobs can be written as:

dvobs =
@vsys

@x
dx+

@vsys

@y
dy +

@vsys

@z
tan(i)dy : (2A.32)

Combining equations (2A.31) and (2A.32) yields:

@vobs

@x
dx+

@vobs

@y
dy =

@vsys

@x
dx+

@vsys

@y
dy +

@vsys

@z
tan(i)dy ; (2A.33)

hence:

@vobs

@x
=

@vsys

@x
,

@vobs

@y
=

@vsys

@y
+ tan(i)

@vsys

@z
: (2A.34)

By substituting equation (2A.30) into equation (2A.34), @vobs=@y can

be expressed either as a function of only @vsys=@y, or as a function of only

@vsys=@z. This yields:

@vsys

@x
=
@vobs

@x
,
@vsys

@y
=cos2(i)

@vobs

@y
,
@vsys

@z
=cos(i) sin(i)

@vobs

@y
; (2A.35)
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which is the required expression for replacing the three derivatives of vsys
with respect to position in space, by the two derivatives of vobs with respect

to position in the sky.

By substituting equation (2A.35) in equation (2A.22), equation (2A.36)

is obtained, which is equation (2.3) in the text.

�2obs = �2inst + �2ran

+

�
@vobs

@x

�2
B2

0x +

�
@vobs

@y

�2
B2

0y +

�
@vobs

@y

�2
sin2(i)Z2

0 (2A.36)

Appendix B The Column Density, Mean Velocity,

and Velocity Dispersion Fields of Tilted Ring Mod-

els

In a model of the gas layer of a spiral galaxy, with the gas on circular

rings, all with the same centre and systemic velocity, and with a constant

orientation in space, equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) for the observed column

density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds can easily be evaluated.

Since in the model the entire plane of the layer is at, the x{y{z and

X{Y {Z coordinate systems (see �gure 2.1) cannot only be de�ned locally

at the position of the observation, but also globally for the entire layer, with

the origin at the common centre of the rings. The x{axis then becomes the

major axis, and the y{axis the minor axis of the image of the layer in the

sky.

By using equation (2A.13) for the transformation between the two coor-

dinate frames, the radius in the plane of the layer, R, and azimuth in the

plane of the layer, ', can be written as:

R =
p
X2 + Y 2 =

q
x2 + y2= cos2(i) ; (2B.1)

and

cos(') = X=R = x=R , sin(') = Y=R = y=(cos(i)R) : (2B.2)

The surface density of the gas, �(R), the thickness of the layer, Z0(R), the

rotation velocity of the gas, vrot(R), and the random velocity dispersion of

the gas, �ran(R), are only functions of radius in the plane of the layer.
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According to equation (2.1) the ux per beam becomes:

Fobs(x; y) = Iinst
B

�(R)

cos(i)
: (2B.3)

The systematic line of sight velocity is the systemic velocity of the entire

layer, vsystem plus the line of sight component of the rotation of the gas,

cos(')vrot(R) sin(i). According to equation (2.2), the observed mean veloc-

ity of the gas then becomes:

vobs(x; y) = vsystem+ cos(')vrot(R) sin(i) : (2B.4)

The derivatives of equation (2B.4) with respect to x and y are:

�
@vobs

@x

�
(R;')

= sin(i)

�
cos2(')

dvrot(R)

dR
+ sin2(')

vrot(R)

R

�
; (2B.5A)

�
@vobs

@y

�
(R;')

=
sin(i)

cos(i)

�
sin(2')

2

dvrot(R)

dR
�

sin(2')

2

vrot(R)

R

�
: (2B.5B)

According to equation (2.3) the observed velocity dispersion becomes:

�2obs(x; y) = �2inst + �2ran(R)

+

�
@vobs

@x

�2
(R;')

B2

0x +

�
@vobs

@y

�2
(R;')

B2

0y +

�
@vobs

@y

�2
(R;')

sin2(i)Z2

0(R): (2B.6)

The contribution to the observed line of sight velocity dispersion from

the layer thickness is equal to (@vobs=@y)Z0 sin(i). For each circular ring in

the plane of the layer, de�ned by a �xed R, the maxima of @vobs=@y lie at

the lines ' = ��=4, or Y = �X . Projected on the plane of the sky these

lines are: y = �x cos(i).
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3 Procedures, Models, and

Tests

3.1 Introduction

The gas layer of a spiral galaxy is usually modelled as a set of circular

rings, all with the same centre and systemic velocity, and orientations that

vary only mildly with radius. This model is called a tilted ring model. On

each ring the gas is described with its rotation velocity, its surface density,

its random velocity dispersion, and the thickness of its distribution perpen-

dicular to the plane of the ring.

If a tilted ring model is not viewed exactly edge-on or face-on, but at

a moderate viewing angle, the observed mean velocity �eld can be used

to determine the following ring parameters: the central positions in the

sky, the systemic line of sight velocities, the orientations in space, and the

rotation velocities of the gas, provided that the thickness of the model and

the observational beam are negligible (Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis). Next,

from the observed column density �eld the surface density of the gas for each

ring can be determined, and from the observed velocity dispersion �eld its

random velocity dispersion. The thickness of the model cannot be derived,

however.

When the beam and the layer thickness are not neglected, with equa-

tions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), derived in Chapter 2 with local simplifying ap-

proximations to the density and velocity distribution of the gas layer, the

complete tilted ring model can be �tted to the observed column density,

mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �eld of a gas layer. In this chap-

ter this procedure will be described in detail and tests will be done with

simulated observations of schematic tilted ring models of the HI layer of

NGC 3198.

21
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3.2 The Tilted Ring Model

Tilted Ring Models of the HI Layer of NGC 3198

The arti�cial data are constructed in such a way that they can directly

be compared to the real observations, which will be described in Chapter 4,

Section 4.2. The same area in the sky will be used, the same pixel size and

channel separation, and the same beam and instrumental velocity resolution

pro�le.

Table 3.1 Observational Parameters of the Tilted Ring Models

�eld centre (1950) � = 10h16m48s � = 45�4700000

central velocity channel (heliocentric) 660 km/s
pixel separation 500 � 700

channel separation 4.14 km/s

beam (FWHM) 1800 � 1800

velocity resolution (FWHM) 8.28 km/s (no Hanning smoothing)

r.m.s. noise 0 and 0.3 W.U.

size of channel maps 256�256 pixels
number of channel maps 127

increment in radii of rings 1800

outermost radius 72000

position angle 215�

inclination 70�

rotation velocity from 0 to 150 km/s inside a radius of 20000,
and at further outward (see �gure 3.9)

surface density as in NGC 3198 (see �gure 3.10)

random velocity dispersion 8 km/s
layer thickness (dispersion):

in model with zero thickness 000

in model with thickness 1000 aring to 5500 (see �gures 3.13 or 3.14)

1W.U. = 5mJy/beam

Two models will be made. In the �rst model the layer thickness will be

set to zero and in the second model more or less equal to the value measured

from the observations. Both models will be studied in the absence of noise

as well as in the presence of the noise of the observations.

The Construction of the Tilted Ring Model

To specify a tilted ring model, in the �rst place the ring parameters

themselves must be de�ned, and in the second place the properties of the

gas on the rings.
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The rings are de�ned by their central positions in the sky, systemic veloc-

ities with respect to the observer, radii, and orientations in space. Usually

they are supposed to have a common centre and systemic velocity, but ori-

entations that are allowed to vary with radius. The orientations of the rings

are de�ned with respect to the observer by the position angles (the direction

in the plane of the sky of the intersection of the plane of the ring with the

plane of the sky) and inclinations (the angle between the two planes).

The gas on the rings is described by its surface density, its rotation

velocity, its random velocity dispersion, and the thickness of its vertical

distribution. For all rings, the probability distribution of the random velocity

of the gas is supposed to be Gaussian and isotropic, and also the vertical

density distribution of the gas is supposed to be Gaussian. As measures

for the random velocity dispersion and the layer thickness the dispersions of

these distributions are used.

In the de�nition of the tilted ring model the rings are represented as

circular annuli. The widths and separations of these annuli in the radial

direction are chosen in such a way that the annuli would form a closed disk

if they were placed in one plane. If the layer is warped or twisted, however, at

some positions in the sky the annuli will overlap on the sky, while elsewhere

holes will be visible between them. To prevent that these e�ects are visible

in the arti�cial data, many annuli are used, with widths and separations

much smaller than the spatial resolution of the simulated observations.

In the construction of the tilted ring model, the annuli are modelled one

by one, and the gas is distributed in discrete clouds. On each annulus the

positions of the clouds are chosen randomly, in such a way that on average

the clouds become uniformly distributed over the surface of the annulus.

The height of the clouds above the plane of the annulus is chosen randomly

as well, but from a probability distribution in accordance with the vertical

density pro�le of the gas. In addition to its position in space, the line of

sight velocity of each cloud is needed too. It consists of a systematic and

a random component. The systematic velocity component consists of the

systemic motion of the entire model and rotation. It is calculated from the

systemic velocity of the annulus, its orientation, and the rotation velocity

of the gas (see Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis, or Chapter 2, Appendix B).

To introduce the random velocity component, each cloud is divided into

subclouds, and each subcloud is assigned a velocity that is the sum of the

systematic line velocity of the entire cloud, plus a random velocity that is

chosen di�erently for each separate subcloud.

Finally, the signal of each subcloud is added to the signal already present
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at the position in the sky and velocity along the line of sight of the subcloud.

3.3 Simulated Observations

The tilted ring model is stored in the same data structure as observations

are. This data structure is a sequence of maps of the distribution of the gas

on the sky, each map being observed at a di�erent line of sight velocity.

In position as well as in velocity the data are discretely sampled in pixels.

When the tilted ring model is constructed with the procedure described

above, the pixel in the data structure corresponds to the resolution of the

data, in position as well as in velocity, as if the data were observed with the

rectangular pixel as observational beam and instrumental velocity pro�le.

In the WSRT observations, however, the beam and instrumental velocity

resolution pro�le are Gauss functions, with FWHM's that are approximately

twice the pizel sizes. The dispersion measure of the pixel is obtained by di-

viding the full size of the pixel by
p
12, and thus the equivalent FWHM of

the pixel by multiplying the full pixel size by 2:35=
p
12. So, the observa-

tional beam and instrumental velocity resolution pro�le are approximately

2 �
p
12=2:35 � 3 times larger than the equivalent FWHM's of the pixel sizes,

and probably no large errors will be made if the pixel in the data structure

is treated as if it has a Gaussian passband.

With this approach the beam can be introduced by convolving the model

channel maps with an appropriate two-dimensional Gauss function. When

the dispersion measures of the axes of the beam are denoted as B0x and B0y

and the full pixel sizes as �x and �y, the integral of this Gauss function will be

2�B0xB0y=�x�y, and its dispersions in x and y respectively
q
B0x

2 � �x2=12

and
q
B0y

2 � �y2=12.

The instrumental velocity resolution pro�le can be introduced through

the random motions of the gas, by adapting the distribution from which the

random line of sight velocities of the subclouds are drawn. This distribution

must take into account the instrumental velocity resolution pro�le and the

velocity pro�le of the random line of sight velocity of the gas, and it must

compensate for the velocity passband of each channel map. Since all these

three quantities are modelled as Gauss functions, the required velocity dis-

tribution can be a Gauss function too. With the random velocity dispersion

denoted as �ran, the dispersion of the instrumental velocity pro�le as �inst,

and the channel separation in velocity as �v, the dispersion of this Gauss
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function becomes
q
�2
ran

+ �2
inst

� �v2=12, and since the Gauss function rep-

resents a probability distribution its integral will be one.

As mentioned before already, in the procedure used for constructing the

tilted ring model the gas is distributed in discrete clouds and subclouds.

Therefore, in the simulated observations of the models discretization noise

will be present. Each subcloud is assigned the same amount of signal. So

at each position and velocity in the data structure the signal will be propor-

tional to the number of subclouds contributing to it, and the discretization

noise to the square root of this number, which means that the discretization

noise will be proportional to the square root of the signal. This is unlike the

noise in real observations, which is not correlated with the signal. Therefore

the discretization noise must be kept low, even in models with noise as in

real observations. This can be achieved by using a large number of clouds

and subclouds, each representing a small amount of signal.

In observations the signal as well as the noise are correlated over the

area of the beam. Therefore, in the simulated observations, the noise is

added directly after the construction of the data set with the model, before

smoothing the data to the observational resolution. The r.m.s. of the noise

that is added is chosen so large that after the smoothing the noise in the

arti�cial data is equal to the noise in the observations that are simulated

(see also Appendix A).

In observations with the WSRT, usually the sequence of channel maps

is Hanning smoothed in velocity to obtain a Gaussian instrumental velocity

resolution pro�le instead of the sinc-function of the instrument. Due to the

Hanning smoothing, the channel maps are correlated and the noise is reduced

with a factor
p
8=3. In the simulated observations the instrumental velocity

resolution pro�le is already a Gauss function, and therefore no Hanning

smoothing of the channel maps in velocity is needed. So in the simulated

observations the channel maps have remained independent. To compensate

for the fact that the channel maps in real observations are not independent,

in the models a factor
p
8=3 higher noise is used (see also Appendix A).

3.4 The Velocity Pro�les

Fitting Single Component Gauss Functions

To obtain the column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion

�elds, at each position in the sky the central moments of the observed ve-

locity pro�le must be determined. In the absence of noise these can be
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calculated by a direct integration of the velocity pro�le, but in the presence

of noise the determination of the higher central moments, corresponding to

the mean velocity and the velocity dispersion, will be disturbed by noise

peaks at velocities far away from the mean velocity of the signal. To reduce

the inuence of the noise, a single component Gauss function is �tted to

each velocity pro�le, and as the central moments of the pro�le the integral,

mean, and dispersion of the �tted Gauss function are used (see also Kaper

et al. 1966). Moments calculated with this procedure are less a�ected by

the noise than ones obtained with a direct calculation, because noise peaks

at velocities far away from the mean velocity of the signal are actually not

included in the �tted Gauss function. In the �tting they only cause addi-

tional local �2-minima in parameter space, but do not disturb the parameter

values found at the global �2-minimum where the Gauss function is �tted.

Because of these local �2-minima the Gauss function may become �tted to a

noise peak, however. Therefore, correctly estimated initial parameter values

for the iterative procedure used for the �tting of the Gauss functions are of

crucial importance, especially the estimate for the mean velocity.

As initial values for the parameters of the Gauss functions we use the

directly calculated integral, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion of the

largest positive peak (de�ned as the peak with the largest integral in between

two non-positive data values) in each velocity pro�le. A direct calculation of

the central moments of this peak is not much inuenced by the noise, because

noise peaks far o� in position on the velocity axis are not included. However,

positive noise peaks adjacent to the peak are included, while negative noise

peaks are not. So the initial values for the integral and dispersion of the

Gauss function obtained in this way will be slight overestimates.

As initial estimate of the mean of the Gauss function the average of the

median 1 and mode2 of the peak is used. With the assumption that the peak

has a Gaussian shape, its amplitude, integral, and FWHP3 can all three be

used to obtain the initial estimates for the amplitude and dispersion of the

Gauss function. The FWHM cannot be used, because its calculation would

be too much disturbed by observational noise. As initial estimate for the

dispersion, the geometric mean of the FWHP of the peak divided by 1.35

and the integral divided by
p
2� � the peak amplitude are used. The initial

estimate of the amplitude of the Gauss function is obtained in the same way:

1On either side of the median the peak has equal integral.
2Abscissa of maximum of the peak.
3Full Width Half Power
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the peak amplitude itself, and the integral of the peak divided by
p
2� �

the dispersion calculated from the FWHP are averaged geometrically.

With the initial estimates obtained in this way, to each velocity pro�le

a Gauss function is �tted, with the amplitude, mean and dispersion as free

parameters. Afterwards the integral of the �tted Gauss function is calculated

as
p
2� times the product of its amplitude and dispersion. As uncertainties

in the �tted parameters the formal 1�-uncertainties are used, given by the

square roots of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of the �t, and

possible correlation between the amplitude and the dispersion is neglected.

To calculate the uncertainty in the integral of the �tted Gauss function the

o�-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of the �t are needed too,

because the integral is not a free parameter in the �t, but it is derived from

the �tted amplitude and dispersion (equations (2.15) and (2.16), Kaper et

al. 1966, or Appendix D, equations (3D.1) and (3D.2)).

It can be disadvantageous to calculate the uncertainties in the param-

eters of a �tted Gauss function with theoretical expressions like the ones

given by Kaper et al. (1966, equations (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9)). Such ex-

pressions are usually only a function of the �tted parameters, the sample

interval of the data, and the noise, but not of the actual distribution of the

data points along the velocity axis. In pro�les without strong signal this

can cause problems if the �tting of the Gauss function diverges, especially if

there are points on the velocity axis where no data are present. In pro�les

without strong signal there are three possible solutions that have all low

�2's. In the �rst place of course a Gauss function can be found with a very

small amplitude and arbitrary mean and dispersion, as would be expected in

a pro�le without strong signal, but in the second place also a Gauss function

can be found with only one of its wings in the range sampled by the data, or

a Gauss function can be found with a very small dispersion and a mean right

in between two sample points. On the basis of their �2's these solutions can-

not be distinguished from solutions in pro�les with signal where the �tting

has not diverged. Moreover, especially in the latter two solutions, where the

peak of the Gauss function has actually not been �tted to the data at all, the

�tted parameters can have virtually arbitrary values. So the solutions can

neither be distinguished on the basis of the �tted parameters, nor can this

be done on the basis of uncertainties in the �tted parameters calculated from

theoretical expressions that are actually a function of the �tted parameters

themselves only. The uncertainties calculated from the actual covariance

matrix of the �t, however, take the distribution of the data points along

the velocity axis into account (see Appendix D, equation (3D.3)). Therefore
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Figure 3.1 The statistical distributions of the central moments of the velocity

pro�les obtained from the simulated observations of the tilted ring models, in

the presence of noise. For the models with and without thickness the distributions are

the same. The top row represents the results obtained with a straightforward calculation
on the largest positive peak in each pro�le, and the lower two rows the results obtained by

�tting single component Gauss functions to the pro�les. The uncertainties presented in the

bottom row are the formal 1�-uncertainties, and the uncertainties in the mean velocities
are virtually the same as in the velocity dispersions. The thin lines represent pro�les with

only noise, and the thick lines pro�les with signal. Each histogram consists of 50 bins,

and has been normalized with respect to its peak value. On top of each panel, on the
left the medians of the distributions are given, and on the right the lower boundary of

the upper 3�-tail of the distribution found in pro�les with only noise. Above this value a

fraction of 0.27% of the distribution is located, and the value can be considered as the 3�-

con�dence level for pro�les with signal. In the panel in the lower right corner, in addition

to the actual distributions of the reduced-�2's of the �ts, also the theoretical distribution

is shown, which is a �
2-distribution with 11 degrees of freedom, scaled to a mean value

of one. The mean reduced-�2 found in pro�les with signal is 1.02, and in pro�les without

signal it is 0.96.
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these uncertainties will be high if the peak of the �tted Gauss function does

not coincide with the sample points of the data. For this reason, here the

uncertainties in the parameters of the �tted Gauss functions will be calcu-

lated from the actual covariance matrix in the �t, and not from theoretical

expressions.

To judge how well the �tted Gauss functions represent the velocity pro-

�les the �2's of the �ts are used. In each velocity pro�le the signal is located

at only a small fraction of the total velocity range in the pro�le. Therefore,

if the entire velocity pro�le is used to calculate the �2 of a Gauss function

�t, the result will represent the �tting of the wings of the Gauss function to

the noise, and not the �tting of the peak of the Gauss function to the sig-

nal. To prevent this, in the calculation of the �2's only data near the mean

velocities of the �tted Gauss functions are used, inside a velocity interval

from minus to plus three times the average velocity dispersion of the Gauss

functions �tted to signal. Theoretically, approximately 99.73% of the signal

is included in this interval.

The �tting of the Gauss functions can be trusted if the distribution of

the �2's is the theoretical chi-square distribution, and the �2's show no

structure in their distribution on the sky. Gauss functions �tted to noise

can be expected to correctly represent the data. So, the distribution of the

�2's of the Gauss function �ts to pro�les with only noise will be the theoret-

ical distribution. If the Gauss functions also correctly represent the signal

in the velocity pro�les, for pro�les with and without signal the statistical

distributions of the �2's of the �ts will be the same, and they will be equal

to the theoretical distribution. This is indeed the case (see �gure 3.1, lower

right panel), and neither does the distribution in the sky of the �2's of the

�ts show structure.

The Separation of Signal and Noise

Usually, only a small fraction of the observed region in the sky contains

the signal. So most observed velocity pro�les contain only noise. The means

and dispersions of Gauss functions �tted to noise can have arbitrary value.

In general, these values deviate strongly from the values found in pro�les

with signal, but have uncertainties that are not exceptional. Therefore, the

mean velocities and velocity dispersions found in pro�les with only noise

cannot be recognized on the basis of their uncertainties, and they must be

removed from the velocity and velocity dispersion �elds before models are

�tted. For this purpose the parameters of the �tted Gauss functions, their
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uncertainties, and the �2's of the �ts are used.

Normally in observations the noise is known and the signal is not, and

signal and noise are separated by considering all data that are unlike noise

as signal. Here the same approach can be followed, provided that �rst the

statistical distributions of the parameters of the Gauss functions �tted to

noise are determined. A Gauss function that has one or more of its param-

eters far in the tails of these distributions is unlikely to have been �tted to

noise, and can therefore be considered to have been �tted to signal.

To determine the distributions of the parameters of the Gauss functions

�tted to noise, a collection of these Gauss functions is obtained by removing

the region with signal from the column density �eld. This must be done

in such a way that it is guaranteed that no Gauss functions �tted to signal

are left in the collection. The reason is that these will appear in the tails

of the distributions, and there they are quite undesirable since not many

Gauss functions �tted to noise are present to compensate their inuence, and

exactly the tails of the distributions are most important in the separation

of Gauss functions �tted to signal from ones �tted to noise. Missing a few

Gauss functions in the collection does not matter so much. It will only make

the de�nition of the distributions less precise, but it will not cause systematic

errors.

For the selection of Gauss functions �tted to signal on the basis of their

�tted parameters in the way described above, the parameters that can be

used are the amplitude, integral, and SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), which is

de�ned as the integral divided by its formal uncertainty. The dispersion

cannot be used because there is no range of dispersions typical for pro�les

with signal (see also �gure 3.1). So any Gauss function that has a large

enough amplitude, a large enough integral, or a large enough SNR can be

considered to have been �tted to signal.

However, due to the instability of �tting Gauss functions in the absence

of strong signal, as it has been described earlier, also in pro�les with only

noise the amplitudes and integrals of �tted Gauss functions can be large.

Therefore, the distributions of the amplitudes, dispersions, and integrals of

the Gauss functions �tted to pro�les with only noise have relatively large

tails. (This can be seen in �gure 3.1: in the distribution of the amplitudes

obtained in the �tting of the Gauss functions to pro�les with only noise the

tail is clearly visible, and also the 3�-con�dence levels for pro�les with signal

found from the �tting of the Gauss functions are higher than the ones found

from the direct calculation.) Consequently the amplitudes and integrals

of �tted Gauss functions cannot be used to separate velocity pro�les with
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signal from pro�les without. The SNR does not su�er from this problem. It

is always low if a Gauss function has been �tted to noise, whether the �tting

has diverged or not. The reason is that the SNR is de�ned as the integral

of the �tted Gauss function divided by its formal uncertainty. Therefore, if

the �tting does not diverge, the SNR will be low because the integral itself

will be low, and if the �tting diverges, it will be low because the formal

uncertainty in the integral will be high, at least if it has been calculated

from the actual covariance matrix in the �t, even though the integral itself

can have any value.

The rejection of Gauss functions �tted to noise is done at the 3�-con�-

dence level in the SNR, which can also be seen as 3�-clipping. In this way,

theoretically 99.73% of the Gauss functions �tted to noise is removed.

Usually, after the rejection of the majority of the Gauss functions �tted

to noise, the collection of many Gauss functions �tted to noise, and relatively

few to signal has been turned into a collection of almost only Gauss functions

�tted to signal, and only few �tted to noise. This means that the location of

the signal in the sky, the range of the signal in line of sight velocity, and the

statistical distributions of the parameters of Gauss functions �tted to signal

have become su�ciently well known to be used for the rejection of additional

Gauss functions �tted to noise. To begin with, the continuity of the signal

in space and velocity can be used in this way. Noise is not con�ned in

position in the sky or in line of sight velocity, while signal is, especially after

the subtraction of a model. In this fashion all Gauss functions at positions

in the sky far outside the region with the signal and with mean velocities

more than 20 km/s o� a mean velocity predicted by a rough model based on

systemic motion and rotation are rejected. Also the statistical distributions

of the parameters of the Gauss functions �tted to signal can be used in this

way. Any Gauss function that has parameters far in the tail of one or more

of these distributions at the edge typical for Gauss functions �tted to noise is

not likely to have been �tted to signal. So it can be rejected, as its parameter

values would probably not have occurred if it were �tted to signal. Primarily

Gauss functions with very small dispersions are rejected in this way.

The separation of signal and noise can thus be summarized in two steps.

In the �rst step all data that do not match the properties of the noise are

considered signal. This is done on the basis of `or ' criteria. For example, a

Gauss function is considered to have been �tted to signal when it has either

a su�ciently large SNR or amplitude or integral. In the second step, as

the properties of the signal have become known, only data that really match

these properties are accepted as real signal. This is done on the basis of
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`and ' criteria. For example, a Gauss function is only accepted to represent

signal if it agrees with the signal at the position in the sky where it has been

�tted, and in mean line of sight velocity, and has a su�ciently large velocity

dispersion.

In this two-step procedure the clip levels in each of the steps are not

critically important. If much noise passes through the �rst step, in the

second step it can still be rejected. However, for the acceptance of data

on the basis of `or ' criteria usually higher clip levels are used than for the

rejection on the basis of `and ' criteria. For example, in the phase where

`and ' criteria are used, a Gauss function with a too low amplitude is always

rejected, even if it has a large integral due to a large dispersion, but when

`or ' criteria are used, it may be accepted because of its integral.

3.5 The Column Density, Mean Velocity, and Ve-

locity Dispersion Fields

The Theoretical Fields

The column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds of

a gas layer with zero thickness that is not warped, and that is observed

with a zero sized beam and perfect velocity resolution, exactly represent

the distributions in the sky of the column density, systematic line of sight

velocity, and random line of sight velocity dispersion of the gas in the plane

of the layer. To obtain the physical parameters of the layer only correction

for the projection of the layer on the plane of the sky is needed.

In the presence of a non-zero but small beam and layer thickness, the

observed column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds can be

calculated with respectively equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), derived with

local low order approximations to the density and velocity distribution of the

gas inside the layer (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2). For the tilted ring models,

described in Section 3.2, the evaluation of these equations is straightfor-

ward (see Chapter 2, Appendix B). The results are shown in Figure 3.2 and

they will be indicated as the theoretical column density, mean velocity, and

velocity dispersion �elds.

In this approximation, the beam and layer thickness have no inuence on

the column density and velocity �eld, they a�ect only the velocity dispersion

�eld.

There they cause X-shaped features (see �gure 3.2, two panels on the
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right). The volume inside the galaxy involved in a single observed velocity

pro�le is spanned by the beam and the layer thickness (see also �gure 2.1),

and the dispersion of this velocity pro�le therefore includes both random

motions and a range in systematic line of sight velocity. This `systematic

velocity dispersion' is proportional to the size of the volume. So it is large

when the beam and the layer thickness are, which explains why in the outer

parts of the model with thickness the X-feature is much more pronounced.

The systematic velocity dispersion is also inuenced by the positional de-

pendence of the systematic line of sight velocity of the gas. In the velocity

�eld these regions can be recognized as the regions where the iso-velocity

contours are closest together, and these regions indeed coincide with the X-

features in the velocity dispersion �elds. This explains why the X-features

are pronounced in the inner regions.

Figure 3.2The theoretical column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion

�elds of the tilted ring models. The maps have been calculated with equations (2.1),

(2.2), and (2.3), derived in Chapter 2 with local low order approximations to the density

and velocity distribution inside the gas layer. In the column density �eld the contours run
from 0 to 110 in steps of 22 W.U. km/s, in the mean velocity �eld from 500 to 800 km/s in

steps of 20 km/s, and in the velocity dispersion �elds the contours are 9.25 and 11.75 km/s.

The dotted ellipse indicates the projection on the sky of the outer boundary of the layer.
In the lower left corner of the leftmost panel the beam is shown.

The Inuence of the Beam and Layer Thickness

In practice the beam and layer thickness cause smoothing of the data

in the channel maps. The beam does so in both directions on the sky, and

the layer thickness only in the direction of the projection on the sky of the

vertical extent of the layer. For a circular layer this direction lies along
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the minor axis of the image of the layer on the sky. Since the velocity

pro�les constitute of a sequence of channel maps in velocity, the smoothing

a�ects also the velocity pro�les, and consequently the column density, mean

velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds as well. In general this is not an

ordinary smoothing. Only for the column density �eld it is, because the

column density �eld is basically the sum of the channel maps in velocity,

and a smoothing is a summation of data as well. Of these two summations

the order can be inverted without a�ecting the result. For the mean velocity

and the velocity dispersion �eld the situation is more complex, because the

smoothing of the signal by the beam and the layer thickness take place before

the central moments of the velocity pro�les are calculated, and of these two

operations the order cannot be inverted without a�ecting the result.

The beam also causes correlation of the data in the channel maps. There-

fore, the data in the column density, mean velocity and velocity dispersion

�elds will also be correlated. In the channel maps the correlation of the data

occurs over the entire area of the beam, but in the column density, mean

velocity, and velocity dispersion �eld it may be restricted to a smaller area,

because in velocity pro�les that are close to each other in position in the

sky the signal can lie at di�erent line of sight velocities, and therefore be

uncorrelated.

So, the correlation of the data will be inversely proportional to the posi-

tion gradient in the mean line of sight velocity of the gas. Still, because there

are regions where this gradient is zero, one may suppose that the data in the

column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �eld are correlated

over the entire area of the beam.

The Inuence of the Noise

When the signal to noise ratio in a velocity pro�le is low, the central

moments of the pro�le cannot reliably be determined. Therefore, in the

presence of noise, the region in the sky where the central moments of the

velocity pro�les can be determined is usually limited by the signal to noise,

and not by the size of the layer that is observed. Especially the determination

of the mean velocity and velocity dispersion is di�cult when the signal to

noise is low. Therefore, in the outer regions, where the column density is

low, in the mean velocity and velocity dispersion �elds the noise will be

relatively high, and as a consequence in the model with thickness even the

discretization noise can be seen.

Due to the beam and vertical extent of the layer the signal is distributed
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over a larger region in the sky. On average this causes a decrease of the

signal to noise, especially in the outer regions. Therefore in the presence of

noise, the beam and layer thickness may cause a decrease of the region in

the sky where the column densities, mean velocities, and velocity dispersions

can be determined, and not the expected increase.

The Simulated Fields

The column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds that are

obtained from the simulated observations will be indicated as the simulated

�elds (see �gures 3.3 to 3.8). These �elds di�er from the theoretical �elds

predicted by equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), because the local low order

approximations to the density and velocity distribution of the gas inside the

layer that were made in the derivation of the equations (see Chapter 2) will

in general be violated.

This occurs especially in regions with a strong positional dependence

of the density and velocity, in the inner parts of the layer, and where the

layer is thick. So in these regions the di�erences between the simulated and

theoretical �elds will be largest.

The Column Density Field

In the simulated column density �elds (see �gure 3.3) the e�ect of a non-

zero beam and layer thickness is an ordinary convolution. In the model with

zero thickness only the beam plays a role, but in the model with thickness the

vertical extent of the layer is also important. In the model with thickness,

the column density �eld is disturbed also in the inner regions: the contours

are not the perfect ellipses in the theoretical column density �eld.

In the presence of noise an important aspect is the decrease of the region

in the sky where the column densities have been determined, due to the low

signal to noise in the outer regions of the image of the layer in the sky. (In

the model with thickness the decrease is in principle more serious than in

the model with zero thickness, because of the decrease of the signal to noise

caused by the large layer thickness in the outer regions, but this e�ect is

hardly visible.)

The residuals caused by the beam and layer thickness (see �gure 3.4) are

small compared to the noise in the simulated column density �elds, which is

equal to the average formal uncertainty in the observed column densities of

4.5 W.U. km/s (see also �gure 3.1).
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Figure 3.3 The simulated column density �elds of the tilted ring models. The

contours run from 0 to 110 in steps 22 W.U. km/s. The gray scales run from �3.8 to
+188.0 W.U. km/s. The dotted ellipse indicates the projection on the sky of the outer

boundary of the layer. In the lower left corner of the leftmost panel the beam is shown.

Figure 3.4 The di�erences between the theoretical and the simulated column

density �elds of the tilted ring models. The maps have been obtained by subtracting

the theoretical column density �eld (see �gure 3.2, leftmost panel) from the simulated �elds
(see �gure 3.3). (Because the theoretical image of the layer in the sky is smaller than

the image obtained from the simulated observations, the model has been extrapolated to

in�nite radius to calculate the �gure.) The (non-linear) gray scales saturate at �4 and
+4 W.U. km/s. In all panels the mean data value in the region with signal is zero, and

the dispersion of the data values in the region has been given in the lower left corner of

each panel. The dotted ellipse indicates the projection on the sky of the outer boundary

of the layer. In the lower left corner of the leftmost panel the beam is shown.
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Figure 3.5 The simulated velocity �elds of the tilted ring models. The contours

run from 500 to 800 km/s in steps of 20 km/s. The dotted ellipse indicates the projection

on the sky of the outer boundary of the layer. In the lower left corner of the leftmost panel
the beam is shown.

Figure 3.6 The di�erences between the theoretical and the simulated velocity

�elds. The maps have been obtained by subtracting the theoretical velocity �eld (see

�gure 3.2, second panel from the left) from the simulated �elds (see �gure 3.5). (Because

the theoretical image of the layer is smaller than the image obtained from the simulated
observations the model has been extrapolated to in�nite radius to calculate the �gure.)

The contours are �0.5 and +0.5 km/s, and the negative contour is dashed. The (non-

linear) gray scales saturate at �3 and +3 km/s. In all panels the mean data value in the
region with signal is zero, and the dispersion of the data values in the region has been

given in the lower left corner of each panel. The dotted ellipse indicates the projection on

the sky of the outer boundary of the layer. In the lower left corner of the leftmost panel
the beam is shown.
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Figure 3.7 The simulated velocity dispersion �elds of the tilted ring models. The
contours are at 9.25 and 11.75 km/s. The gray scales run from 8 to 24 km/s. The dotted

ellipse indicates the projection on the sky of the outer boundary of the layer. In the lower

left corner of the leftmost panel the beam is shown.

Figure 3.8 The di�erences between the theoretical and the simulated velocity

dispersion �elds. The maps have been obtained by subtracting the theoretical velocity

dispersion �elds (see �gure 3.2, rightmost two panels) from the simulated �elds (see �g-

ure 3.7). (Because the theoretical image of the layer is smaller than the image obtained

from the simulated observations the model has been extrapolated to in�nite radius to cal-

culate the �gure.) The contours are at �0.5 and +0.5 km/s, and the negative contour is

dashed. The (non-linear) gray scales saturate at �3 and +3 km/s. In the lower left corner

of each panel the mean and dispersion of the data values in the region with signal have

been given, unless they have zero values. The dotted ellipse indicates the projection on
the sky of the outer boundary. In the lower left corner of the leftmost panel the beam is

shown.
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The Mean Velocity Field

In the simulated velocity �elds (see �gure 3.5) the e�ect of the beam

and layer thickness is more complicated than the ordinary convolution in

the column density �eld. In the absence of noise, outside the projection on

the sky of the outer boundary of the model, the beam as well as the layer

thickness cause curving of the velocity contours towards the minor axis of

the image of the model in the sky. In sofar that this e�ect is caused by the

circular beam it is due to the elongated shape of the image: smoothing with

a circular beam is more signi�cant in the direction of the minor axis. In

sofar as the e�ect is caused by the layer thickness it is a result of the fact

that thickness e�ects occur along the direction of the minor axis. In the

model with thickness also in the inner regions the velocity �eld is disturbed,

especially on the major axis.

In the presence of noise the most signi�cant e�ect is the decrease of the

region where the mean velocities have been determined, due to the low signal

to noise in the outer regions. The inuence of the beam and layer thickness

is hardly visible.

The residuals caused by the beam and layer thickness (see �gure 3.6)

have a periodicity of three in azimuth. They are largest in the inner regions

and where the layer is thick. In the outermost regions, near and outside the

projection in the sky of the outer boundary of the layer, the residuals are

caused by the curving of the velocity contours towards the minor axis of the

image of the layer in the sky. In contrast to the residuals in the inner regions

these residuals have a periodicity of two.

Also in the presence of noise the periodicity of three in residuals is visi-

ble. This means that the residuals caused by the beam and layer thickness,

especially the ones caused by the layer thickness, are not insigni�cant com-

pared to the noise and formal uncertainties in the velocity �eld, which are

of the order of 1.4 km/s (see also �gure 3.1). In the outer regions a strong

increase of the noise is visible, which is caused by the low signal to noise in

the velocity pro�les there.

The Velocity Dispersion Field

In the theoretical (see �gure 3.2), as well as in the simulated velocity

dispersion �elds (see �gure 3.7), the beam and the layer thickness cause

the X-features already described before, but there are also residuals (see

�gure 3.8) caused by violation of the local approximations that are made in
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the derivation of the equations for the theoretical �elds (see Chapter 2).

In the absence of noise, the increase of the region where the velocity

dispersions have been determined is the most striking feature. In the model

with thickness also di�erences between the theoretically predicted X-feature

and theX-feature found in the simulated velocity dispersion �eld are present.

In the presence of noise, the strongest e�ects are the high noise in the outer

regions and the decrease of the region where the velocity dispersions have

been determined. Both are due to the low signal to noise in the velocity

pro�les in the outer regions.

The residuals caused by the beam are negligible, but those caused by the

layer thickness are not. They coincide with theX-features, and in magnitude

they are comparable to the noise and the uncertainties in the velocity dis-

persion �eld, which are of the order of 1.4 km/s (see also �gure 3.1). So the

residuals may disturb the measurements of the random velocity dispersion

and the layer thickness.

3.6 The Rings and Rotation Velocities

Fitting Circular Rings to the Velocity Field

To �nd the rotation velocities of the gas and the orientations of the rings,

a tilted ring model with zero thickness is �tted to the velocity �eld (Begeman

1987, Ph.D. thesis). As shown by Begeman, for a narrow beam and zero layer

thickness this works correctly. Here we test whether this is also true for a

non-zero layer thickness. For this purpose Begeman's procedure is applied

to the simulated velocity �elds of the tilted ring models in Figure 3.5, and

the results are compared to the input rings and rotation velocities of the

models.

Procedure

Each ring is �tted separately. It is represented as a circular annulus

with a non-zero radial width, which is �tted to all data in the velocity �eld

located at the projection of the annulus on the sky. The radius of the ring is

kept �xed, and its central position in the sky, systemic velocity with respect

to the observer, position angle, inclination, and the rotation velocity along

the ring are used as free parameters.

The data in the mean velocity �eld depend non-linearly on the parame-

ters of the rings. Therefore the rings are �tted with an iterative procedure,
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which is started with rough initial estimates of the parameters of each ring.

Each iteration consists of two steps. In the �rst step the data are collected

from the mean velocity �eld and the residual of the �t is calculated, and in

the second step the data are used to calculate the new, updated parameters

of the ring. After the second step, the parameters of the ring and the data

in the velocity �eld they have been calculated from do not match anymore.

So it is not guaranteed that the second step indeed yields an improvement

of the �t. Therefore, in case of failure of the second step, it is replaced by

reducing the residual of the �t with a few iterations of simplex minimization

(see Numerical Recipes 1992, page 408). Simplex minimization uses only

evaluations of the function that is minimized, and in each evaluation of the

residual of the �t new data is obtained from the mean velocity �eld.4

To avoid that the parameters of di�erent rings derived from the �ts are

correlated, data points in the velocity �eld should not be used in the �tting

of more than one ring. This is achieved by taking the radial widths of the

annuli used to represent the rings equal to their separation in radius. In

general this works correctly, unless the annuli are disconnected or overlap

in the line of sight, which can be the case if the orientations of the rings

strongly depend on radius, but does not occur in the tilted ring models used

here.

As uncertainties in the ring parameters the 1�-uncertainties are used,

and possible correlation between the �tted parameters, especially between

the inclinations and the rotation velocities (see Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis,

page 17) is neglected. In the absence of noise, there are no uncertainties in

the velocity �eld, and so the uncertainties in the �tted parameters must be

calculated using the residual of the �t as the noise in the data. Therefore,

in the absence of noise the uncertainties in the �tted parameters can be

considered as real uncertainties, based on the disagreement between data and

�tted model. In the presence of noise, the uncertainties in the velocity �eld

are taken into account in the �tting process, and are also used to calculate

the uncertainties in the �tted parameters. So, in the presence of noise the

uncertainties in the �tted parameters are the formal uncertainties, based on

the uncertainties in the data. Also the correlation of the data in the velocity

�eld over the area of the beam is taken into account in the uncertainties. For

this purpose they are multiplied by a factor of 4.6 (see also Appendices A

4Actually a mixture of the two step iteration procedure and the simplex method is used:

each time a two step iteration fails, simplex iterations are done until either convergence

is reached, and the �tting can be stopped, or improvement of the �t is achieved, and the
two step iterations are continued.
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and B).

In the �tting process no weighting of the velocity data as a function of

azimuth in the plane of the layer is applied (see Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis,

page 16{17). This might have been convenient if the plane of the layer were

warped, in order to exclude regions where the rings overlap in the line of

sight, but in the tilted ring models used here the plane of the layer is at.

By not applying this weighting also unnecessary correlation between the

�tted inclinations and rotation velocities is avoided.

Results

The Central Positions and Systematic Velocities

The central positions in the sky and the systemic velocities with respect

to the observer are the same for all rings, and they will be kept �xed in

the determination of the other parameters. Therefore they are determined

�rst. For this purpose all parameters are left free in the �t, and the central

positions and systemic velocities of the individual rings are averaged, with

the uncertainties in the determinations for the separate rings taken into

account. In the absence of noise, the dispersion in the determinations for the

separate rings divided by the number of �tted rings is used as the uncertainty

in the average central position and systemic velocity of the entire layer. In

the presence of noise the average formal uncertainty for a separate ring

divided by the square root of the number of �tted rings is used (see also

Appendix C).

Table 3.2The measured central position in the sky and systemic velocity with re-

spect to the observer of the entire layer. The uncertainties are the 1�-uncertainties,

corrected for the correlation of the data over the area of the beam. In the absence of noise
they are real uncertainties, calculated from the residual of the �t, and in the presence of

noise they are formal uncertainties, calculated from the noise in the data.

Model Central position Systemic velocity

error uncertainty error uncertainty
R.A. DEC. R.A. DEC.
00 00 00 00 km/s km/s

no thickness, no noise �0:0011 �0:0013 0:006 0:008 �0:0019 0:003

no thickness, noise +0:12 �0:27 0:12 0:15 +0:13 0:069

thickness, no noise �0:0002 +0:0032 0:018 0:028 �0:0041 0:012

thickness, noise +0:0083 �0:17 0:14 0:18 +0:088 0:079

As can be seen in Table 3.2, compared to the noise, a non-zero beam and
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layer thickness are no serious sources of error in the determination of the

central position and the systemic velocity of the entire layer. For simplicity

therefore, in the determination of the other ring parameters, the input central

positions and systemic velocities will be used.

The Inclinations, Position Angles, and Rotation Velocities

After the central position and systemic velocity of the entire layer have

been determined, the position angles, inclinations, and rotation velocities of

the separate rings are measured. For this purpose a tilted ring model is �tted

a second time, but with the central position and systemic velocity kept �xed

at the values already determined, and with the position angles, inclinations,

and rotation velocities as free parameters. In the determination of the ring

parameters, one should take the uncertainties in the central position and

systemic velocity of the entire layer into account, but this was considered

too complicated. Therefore, the uncertainties in the �tted position angles,

inclinations, and rotation velocities will be slightly underestimated.

The results can be seen in Figure 3.9. At small radii the errors and

uncertainties are relatively large. This is for two reasons. First, only a

small number of data points from the velocity �eld is used in the �t at small

radii. This causes large formal uncertainties and random errors. Second,

the beam and the layer thickness strongly a�ect the observed mean line-of-

sight velocities of the gas at small radii, because of the strong positional

dependence of the velocity of the gas in the inner regions of the layer. This

causes large uncertainties and systematic errors. At intermediate radii the

parameters of the rings are retrievedmore or less correctly. Only in the model

with thickness, at radii of about 20000, the inclination is underestimated. At

large radii, large systematic errors are present in the absence of noise, and in

the presence of noise large uncertainties and random errors. The systematic

errors are caused by the bending of the velocity contours towards the minor

axis of the image of the layer in the sky, at the extension caused by the

non-zero beam and layer thickness (see �gure 3.5). At the extension, the

inclinations of the rings are underestimated, and consequently the rotation

velocities are overestimated, since they are anti-correlated with the �tted

inclinations. In the model without thickness these e�ects only occur at the

largest ring, with a radius of 72000, but in the model with thickness already

at radii larger than � 55000 the inclination is underestimated, and at radii

larger than � 65000 the rotation velocity is overestimated as well. In the

presence of noise, the region in the sky where the velocity �eld is determined
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Figure 3.9 The measured position angles, inclinations, and rotation velocities.

The thin solid lines represent the input values to the models, and the dots with the error

bars the measurements and their 1�-uncertainties. In the absence of noise the error bars

indicate real uncertainties, calculated from the residual of the �t, and in the presence of

noise formal uncertainties, calculated from the noise. The uncertainties have also been

corrected for the correlation of the data over the area of the beam.
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is limited by the signal to noise ratio. Therefore, the extension of the image

of the layer due to the beam and layer thickness is absent, and consequently

also the underestimate of the inclinations and overestimate of the rotation

velocities.

In the absence of noise, the layer thickness and beam appear to be serious

sources of error in the determination of the position angles, inclinations, and

rotation velocities. In real observations, however, usually a smoothing of the

parameters of the rings as a function of radius is done to reduce small-scale

uctuations. Here, from the parameters obtained in the presence of noise

with such a smoothing the input parameters of the models will be retrieved.

Therefore, in the forthcoming two sections, in which the surface densities,

random velocity dispersions and layer thicknesses are determined, we shall

use the ring parameters obtained from the simulated velocity �elds in the

absence of noise, and the input ring parameters to the models in the presence

of noise.

3.7 The Surface Densities

Measuring the Surface Densities from the Column Density

Field

The average surface densities of the gas on the rings are determined by

averaging the relevant column densities and multiplying the result by the

cosine of the inclination of the ring. In this section this procedure is applied

to the simulated column density �elds of the tilted ring models in Figure 3.3,

and it is tested whether it yields the correct results in the presence of a non-

zero beam and layer thickness.

There are two sources of error in the procedure. First, there is the e�ect

of the non-zero beam and layer thickness, and the noise. Second, the surface

densities are not measured on the rings in the tilted ring model, but on

the rings obtained from the simulated velocity �eld, which can be slightly

di�erent.

Procedure

The column density �eld obtained by �tting Gauss functions to the

velocity pro�les cannot be used. The reason is that this column density �eld

is unde�ned at positions in the sky where the signal to noise in the velocity

pro�les is low. Therefore it cannot be used to determine the low values of
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Figure 3.10 The measured surface

densities. The thin solid lines rep-

resent the input values to the mod-
els, and the dots with the error

bars the measurements and their 1�-

uncertainties. In the absence of noise
the error bars indicate real uncertain-

ties, calculated from the residual of the

�t, and in the presence of noise for-
mal uncertainties, calculated from the

noise. The uncertainties have been cor-

rected for the correlation of the data
over the area of the beam.

the average surface densities on the largest rings. There is no good solution

for this problem. On the one hand, if the unde�ned values are simply not

used, the average surface densities will become overestimated on rings with

large radii. If, on the other hand, the unde�ned values are replaced by zeros,

the average surface densities will be underestimated.

The column density �eld calculated by adding the channel maps and

multiplying the result by the channel separation in velocity does not have

this problem. Of course it is more a�ected by the noise than the column

density �eld obtained by �tting the Gauss functions, but this is not a serious

problem since in the determination of the average surface densities on rings

the column densities are averaged over substantial areas. Only for the rings

with the smallest radii noise may be a problem.
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Results

The beam and the layer thickness cause a smoothing of the column

density �eld. Therefore, also the measured average surface densities on the

annuli in the tilted model are smoothed as a function of radius. Especially

at small radii, where the surface densities strongly depend on radius, this

smoothing has a signi�cant e�ect. In the absence of noise, at small radii,

also the e�ect of the errors in the orientations of the rings is visible (see

�gure 3.10, �rst and third panel from top).

At the largest radii smoothing by beam and layer thickness causes a

decrease in the average column densites. Therefore, for the outer rings the

average surface densities are underestimated, especially in the model with

thickness (see �gure 3.10, third panel from top).

Globally speaking, however, the surface densities in the tilted ring model

are retrieved correctly.

3.8 The Random Velocity Dispersion and Layer

Thickness

Measuring the Random Velocity Dispersion and the Layer

Thickness from the Velocity Dispersion Field

As explained in Chapter 2, the random velocity dispersion and the

thickness for the rings in the tilted ring model are measured by �tting equa-

tion (2.3) to the velocity dispersion �eld.

In this section the procedure for the measurement is explained in detail

and tested, by retrieving the input random velocity dispersions and layer

thicknesses of the tilted ring models from the simulated velocity dispersion

�elds in Figure 3.7.

Just as in the determination of the surface densities of the gas there

are two sources of error: the di�erences between the simulated and theo-

retical velocity dispersion �elds (see also �gure 3.8), and the errors in the

orientations of the rings obtained from the simulated velocity �elds.

Procedure

The Equation

In the measurement equation (2.3) itself will not be used for three rea-

sons. First, the left hand side of equation (2.3 is not the observed velocity
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dispersion but its square. An unbiased estimator for this quantity, obtained

from a measurement � with an uncertainty ��, is not equal to �2, but to

�2 � ��2, and �� is not well known.5 This di�culty is avoided by using

the observed velocity dispersions themselves instead of their squares, taking

the square root of equation (2.3). Second, the squares of the random veloc-

ity dispersion and the layer thickness will be replaced by products involving

their absolute values. In this way negative values for the random velocity

dispersion and the layer thickness are allowed to obtain a better agreement

between data and �t, even though such a result is unphysical. We adopted

this approach to avoid a positive bias in case the random velocity dispersion

and the layer thickness have low values and considerable noise is present.

Third, a circular beam is assumed. This simpli�es the calculations consid-

erably, because the x{ and y{axes in the measurement, which are de�ned

along and perpendicular to the intersection of the plane of the layer and

that of the sky (for a circular layer these axes lie along the major and minor

axes), almost never align with the major and minor axes of the beam. So,

in equation (2.3) the beam sizes B0x and B0y , along the x{ and y{axes,

are replaced by one beam size, denoted as B0. With these modi�cations

equation (2.3) takes the following form:

� =

s
�2
inst

+ j�ranj�ran +
�
@v

@x

�2
B2
0
+

�
@v

@y

�2
(B2

0
+ sin2(i) jZ0jZ0) (3.1)

with:

� � the observed velocity dispersion

� �inst the instrumental velocity resolution, expressed as a dispersion

� �ran the velocity dispersion of the random motions

� @v=@x and @v=@y the derivatives of the mean velocity �eld in the x

and y directions, de�ned along and perpendicular to the intersection

of the plane of the layer and the plane of the sky

� B0 the beam size, expressed as a dispersion

� Z0 the layer thickness, expressed as a dispersion

� i the inclination of the layer
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2 +��

2
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The Derivatives of the Mean Velocity Field

In addition to the observed velocity dispersion at each position in the

sky, in equation (3.1) also the derivatives with respect to position in the sky

of the velocity �eld are present. These derivatives can be determined in two

ways. In the �rst place, theoretical derivatives can be calculated from the

parameters of the circular rings �tted to the velocity �eld (see Chapter 2,

Appendix B). In the second place, observed derivatives can be obtained,

as the linear coe�cients of a two-dimensional polynomial, locally �tted to

the velocity �eld, at each position in the sky. The latter may be especially

useful when the random velocity dispersions of HI and the layer thickness

are measured in a galaxy where spiral features are present in the HI (see

Chapter 4). Both approaches will be used, but �rst the determination of the

observed derivatives will be explained in further detail.

In the �tting of the polynomials, the size and shape of the regions used

in the �ts must be chosen with care. If the region is too large the polynomial

cannot correctly represent the velocity �eld over its entire area. Then large

residuals and large systematic errors in the derivatives will be present. In

the absence of noise the region can be chosen arbitrarily small, provided that

it contains enough independent data for the determination of all coe�cients

of the polynomial. In the presence of noise this is not the case, because a

�t to noise would result. Therefore, in the presence of noise, the region is

chosen such that the residual of the �t is equal to the noise in the data. This

is judged by the reduced-�2 of the �t, which is de�ned as the ordinary �2

divided by the degree of freedom in the �t. So, if the reduced-�2 is equal to

unity, the residual of the �t will be equal to the noise in the data.

To obtain a reduced-�2 of one for each �tted polynomial, the area used

in the �t is decreased when a reduced-�2 larger than one is found, and

increased when a reduced-�2 smaller than one is found. However, if there

is much small scale structure in the velocity �eld, it may be impossible to

obtain a reduced-�2 of one in this way. If the region the polynomial is �tted

to is already small, its further reduction may lead to a decrease in the degree

of freedom in the �t that is more signi�cant than the reduction of the residual

of the �t. This will lead to an increase of the reduced-�2 of the �t, instead

of the expected decrease. So as a function of the area of the �t region the

reduced-�2 of the �t will not have a lowest value of zero at an area of zero,

but a minimum value larger than zero at an area larger than zero. If the

representation of the velocity �eld by the polynomial is problematic, this

minimum value may even be larger than one, which means that the region
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in the velocity �eld for which a reduced-�2 of one is obtained does not exist.

In these cases the region is chosen so, that the reduced-�2 of the �t has the

lowest possible value.

The shape of the region a�ects the relative uncertainties in the coe�-

cients of the polynomial. If the region is extended in a certain direction, the

uncertainty in a coe�cient corresponding to that direction will be smaller.

The correlation of the data in the velocity �eld over the area of the beam

has a similar e�ect. To obtain equal uncertainties in the two derivatives of

the velocity �eld, the �t region is given the shape of the beam.

The degree of the polynomials must at least be one, but it can also be

larger. Because the �t regions are adapted in such a way that the reduced-

�2 of the �t becomes one, actually the choice must be made made between

representing a relatively large region in the velocity �eld with a high degree

polynomial, versus representing a small region with a low degree polynomial.

There seems to be no reason to use a polynomial of a degree higher than

one. So, for simplicity, linear polynomials are used.

In practice all derivatives are determined in the RA and DEC directions,

and in the measurement of the random velocity dispersion and the layer

thickness, these directions are transformed to the x and y directions, parallel

and perpendicular to the intersection of the plane of the ring and the plane

of the sky.

In the presence of noise, in addition to the observed velocity dispersions,

also the derivatives of the velocity �eld have uncertainties. In the theoretical

derivatives the uncertainties will be small, since they reect the uncertain-

ties in the parameters of the circular rings �tted to the velocity �eld, and

these parameters are in fact averages over substantial regions in the sky.

Therefore, in the theoretical derivatives the uncertainties are neglected. In

the observed derivatives the formal 1�-uncertainties in the coe�cients of

the �tted polynomials are used as the uncertainties, obtained by taking the

square roots of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix in the �t (see

also Appendix D).

Fitting the Equation

To measure the random velocity dispersion and layer thickness for the

annuli in the tilted ring models, for each annulus equation (3.1) is �tted to

the velocity dispersion �eld and the �elds with the derivatives of the velocity

�eld, using corresponding data points. The other parameters in the equation

are assumed to be known: the inclinations are parameters of the annuli, and
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the beam size and instrumental velocity dispersion are known, observational

parameters.

In the absence of noise there are no uncertainties in the observed velocity

dispersions, neither in the derivatives of the velocity �eld. As already men-

tioned before, in the theoretical derivatives the uncertainties are neglected,

but in the presence of noise, the observed derivatives have uncertainties.

These are taken into account by adapting the �2 that is minimized in the

�tting (see Appendix E).

In the absence of noise the 1�-uncertainties in the measured random

velocity dispersions and the layer thicknesses are calculated with the residual

of the �t as the noise in the data, and in the presence of noise from the

uncertainties in the observed velocity dispersions and in the derivatives of

the velocity �eld.

The Residuals

In Figure 3.8 the di�erences are shown between the simulated and the

theoretical velocity dispersion �elds calculated from the parameters of the

tilted ring models. Also the derivatives of the velocity �eld were calculated

from these parameters. In observations, however, the actual rings of the gas

are not known neither the correct derivatives of the velocity �eld. Only ring

parameters obtained from the observed velocity �eld are available, which

are usually not entirely correct. This will cause residuals, even if in the

measurement of the random velocity dispersion and layer thickness the input

values to the tilted ring models are retrieved. In this section these residuals

will be presented, for the theoretical (see �gure 3.11) as well as for the

observed (see �gure 3.12) derivatives of the velocity �eld.

When the layer has zero thickness, in the absence of noise the residuals

are virtually zero, and in the presence of noise they reect the noise in the

observed velocity dispersion �eld. When the layer has non-zero thickness,

this is di�erent. In the absence of noise there are non-zero residuals. These

are caused by the incorrect representation of the simulated velocity disper-

sion �eld by equation (3.1), errors in the derivatives of the velocity �eld,

and errors in the position angles and inclinations of the rings. In the outer

regions these residuals more or less coincide with the X-features in the ve-

locity dispersion �eld. So at radii where they are positive the layer thickness

will be overestimated, and vice versa. In the presence of noise the residuals

still seem to reect only the noise in the velocity dispersion �eld.
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Figure 3.11 The di�erences between the simulated and the theoretical velocity

dispersion �elds calculated from the �tted rings and the theoretical derivatives

of the velocity �eld. To obtain these maps, the theoretical �elds have been subtracted
from the simulated �elds (see also �gure 3.8). The contours are at �0.5 and +0.5 km/s,

and the negative contour is dashed. The (non-linear) gray scales saturate at �3 and

+3 km/s. In the lower left corner of each panel the mean and dispersion of the data values
in the region with signal are indicated, unless they are zero. The dotted ellipse indicates

the projection on the sky of the outer boundary of the layer. In the lower left corner of

the leftmost panel the beam is shown.

Figure 3.12 The di�erences between the simulated and theoretical velocity dis-

persion �elds calculated from the �tted rings and the observed derivatives of

the velocity �eld. To obtain these maps, the theoretical �elds have been subtracted from

the simulated �elds (see also �gure 3.8). The contours are at �0.5 and +0.5 km/s, and
the negative contour is dashed. The (non-linear) gray scales saturate at �3 and +3 km/s.

In the lower left corner of each panel the mean and dispersion of the data values in the

region with signal are indicated, unless they are zero. The dotted ellipse indicates the

projection on the sky of the outer boundary of the layer. In the lower left corner of the

leftmost panel the beam is shown.
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Results

Globally, the random velocity dispersions and the layer thickness on

the individual rings in the tilted ring model are retrieved correctly, with the

theoretical (see �gure 3.13) as well as with the observed derivatives of the

velocity �eld (see �gure 3.14). Still there are a few problems.

In the �rst place, in the measurements of a zero layer thickness in the

presence of noise, unexpectedly large residuals and random errors are present

(see �gures 3.13 and 3.14, second row from top, right panels), much larger

than in the measurements of a non-zero layer thickness (see �gures 3.13

and 3.14, bottom row, right panels). The reason is that the derivatives of the

right hand side of equation (3.1) with respect to random velocity dispersion

and layer thickness are proportional to the values of the two quantities. So

these derivatives will be small when the random velocity dispersion and layer

thickness are small. Therefore, when equation (3.1) is �tted to the velocity

dispersion �eld, the curvature matrix of the �t, which basically consists of

the �rst derivatives of the model with respect to the �tted parameters (see

Numerical Recipes 1992, page 682{683), is close to singular when the random

velocity dispersion and the layer thickness are small. In this situation the �2-

minimum of the �t is broad and shallow, and consequently the measurement

is insensitive, causing large random errors and uncertainties.

In the second place, systematic errors are present that are caused by the

violation of the local approximations to the density and velocity distribution

inside the gas layer (see Chapter 2). These systematic errors show up in the

measurements done in the absence of noise (see �gures 3.13 and 3.14, �rst

and third row from top), and they correspond to the residuals described in

the previous section (see �gures 3.11 and 3.12, �rst and third panels from the

left). They are largest at the smallest radii, where the positional dependence

of density and velocity distribution of the gas is strongest, and at the largest

radii, where edge e�ects occur. They are also large where the layer thickness

is large, because for a large layer thickness the local approximations have to

hold inside a large volume. Also the errors caused by the slightly incorrect

ring parameters lead to such systematic errors.

In the third place, errors are present caused by errors in the derivatives of

the velocity �eld. In the theoretical derivatives the errors are due to the er-

rors in the parameters of the rings �tted to the velocity �eld. In the observed

derivatives the errors are systematic errors, caused by a poor representation

of the velocity �eld by the �tted polynomials, and random errors, caused by

the noise. In the absence of noise the polynomials can be �tted to arbitrarily
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Figure 3.13 The random velocity dispersions and the layer thickness measured

with the theoretical derivatives of the velocity �eld. The thin solid lines represent

the input values to the models, and the dots with the error bars the measurements and
their 1�-uncertainties. In the absence of noise the error bars indicate real uncertainties,

calculated from the residual of the �t, and in the presence of noise formal uncertainties,

calculated from the noise. The uncertainties have been corrected for the correlation of the
data over the area of the beam.
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Figure 3.14 The random velocity dispersions and the layer thickness measured

with the observed derivatives of the velocity �eld. The thin solid lines represent

the input values to the models, and the dots with the error bars the measurements and
their 1�-uncertainties. In the absence of noise the error bars indicate real uncertainties,

calculated from the residual of the �t, and in the presence of noise formal uncertainties,

calculated from the noise. The uncertainties have been corrected for the correlation of the
data over the area of the beam.
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small areas if this is required to obtain a good representation of the velocity

�eld. Therefore, in the absence of noise, there are no systematic errors in

the observed derivatives. In the presence of noise the polynomials cannot be

�tted to arbitrarily small areas, because then the derivatives would become

too much disturbed by the noise. Therefore, in the presence of noise, there

are random as well as systematic errors in the observed derivatives. These

systematic errors will occur especially in the inner regions, where the veloc-

ity data depend strongest on position in the sky. Probably these errors cause

the overestimate of the random velocity dispersions at small radii with the

observed derivatives (see �gure 3.14, second and fourth rows from top, left

panels), which is not present when the theoretical derivatives are used (see

�gure 3.13, second and fourth rows from top, left panels).

Finally, in all measurements the random errors and residuals caused by

the noise by far exceed the systematic errors, especially at large radii, where

the signal to noise is low. Moreover, due to the low signal to noise, not only

large random errors and residuals are present in the velocity and velocity

dispersion �elds, but the �elds are also sparsely sampled, which causes even

larger errors in the measurements of the random velocity dispersion and

layer thicknesses.
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Appendix A Correlated Data

Often data values are correlated. Usually the correlation can be in-

terpreted as the consequence of a convolution with some function. In this

convolution each data value is replaced by a weighted sum of the data value

itself, and the data values at abscissas nearby.

In measurements yi of a signal �, in the presence of noise �:

yi = � ; (yi � �)2 = �2 : (3A.1)

In a convolution with weights wj the measurements become:

y0i �
P

j wjyi�j : (3A.2)

If the measurements are independent of each other:

yiyj = yi yj = �2 : (3A.3)

Then, after the convolution the signal and the noise will be:

�0 � y0i =
P

j wjyi�j =
P

j wjyi�j =
P

j wj� ;

�02 �
�
y0i � �0

�2
=
�P

j wjyi�j �
P

j wj�
�2

=
�P

j wj(yi�j � �)
�2

=
P

j w
2
j (yi�j � �)2 +

P
j 6=j0 wjwj0 (yi�j � �)(yi�j0 � �) =

P
j w

2
j�

2 :

(3A.4)

So the consequence of convolving data with weights wi is that the signal

increases with a factor
P

i wi, the noise with a factor
qP

i w
2
i , and that the

data values become correlated.

Due to the correlation of the data, the signal to noise increases with a

factor
P

j wj=
qP

j w
2
j , and if the weights were normalized, the signal would

remain the same, and the noise (or the uncertainties in the data) would

decrease with this factor. Consequently, the uncertainties in parameters that

are determined from more than one data value, by averaging (or modelling)

the data for example, decrease with this factor.

Also the �2's for models �tted to the data are inuenced by a correlation

of the data. For uncorrelated data values yi, with yi = 0 and y2i = 1,

the �2, de�ned as
PN

i=1 y
2
i , has a chi-square distribution with N degrees of
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freedom, and a theoretical value of N . When the data values are correlated

this is di�erent. The theoretical �2 is still N but the distribution of the �2

is di�erent. Therefore, if a model with M free parameters is �tted to N

correlated data values, the theoretical �2 will not be equal to N �M , as for

uncorrelated data, but a little lower. The lower N �M , the more signi�cant

this e�ect, and even before N �M is zero, the actual degree of freedom in

the �t will be lower than zero, and the �t will fail.

Usually, when data values are correlated, the theoretical distribution of

the �2 is not known, neither is its theoretical value. So, if the agreement

between the data and �tted model must be judged by the �2 of the �t, in

addition to the actual �2 of the �t, also its theoretical value and theoretical

distribution must be determined. Even if these quantities cannot be derived

analytically, they can always be derived empirically. For this purpose, �rst

arti�cial data for the model must be generated, and noise added to this data.

Next the arti�cial data must be convolved with the function that caused the

correlation of the real data, and �nally the model must be �tted to the

arti�cial data. The �2 of the �t that is obtained in this way is an estimator

for the theoretical value of the �2, and the theoretical distribution of the �2

can be found by repeating the process many times, each time with new noise

added to the arti�cial data.

The two sources of correlation of data that occur in the present study

are Hanning smoothing of velocity pro�les and convolution of data with a

Gaussian beam.

Due to Hanning smoothing, with normalized weights of 0.25, 0.5, and

0.25, on average the signal and the noise increase with factors:

P
i wi = 1 ;

�P
i w

2
i

�1
2

=
p
3=8 : (3A.5)

So uncertainties in parameters determined from Hanning smoothed data

must be multiplied with a factor
p
8=3 to correct for the correlation of the

data.

In an observed HI velocity pro�le the signal is usually located at only a

small number of sample points. When a single Gauss component is �tted to

the pro�le, the peak of the Gauss function is actually �tted to these sample

points only. So the actual degree of freedom in the �t is small, smaller

than the total number of sample points in the pro�le minus the three �tted

parameters. Therefore, the correlation of the data in the pro�le due to the

Hanning smoothing will have a signi�cant inuence on the �2 that is found.

This means that the theoretical distribution of the �2's is not known for �ts
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of Gauss functions to velocity pro�les. However, a single Gauss component

with amplitude zero will correctly represent the baseline in a pro�le without

signal. So, the distribution of the �2's of the �ts of Gauss functions to pro�les

without signal will be the theoretical distribution. Due to convolution of data

with a Gaussian beam, with weights wij = exp(�x2i =2B2
0x � y2j =2B

2
0y), the

signal and the noise increase with factors:

P
ij wij �

ZZ
+1

�1

dxdy

�x�y
exp

�
� x2

2B2
0x

� y2

2B2
0y

�
=

2�B0xB0y

�x�y
;

�P
ij w

2
ij

�1
2 �

 ZZ
+1

�1

dxdy

�x�y
exp

�
� x2

B2
0x

� y2

B2
0y

�!1

2

=

s
�B0xB0y

�x�y
:

(3A.6)

Therefore, the uncertainties in parameters that are determined from the

convolved data must be multiplied by a factor
q
4�B0xB0y=�x�y to correct

for the correlation of the data.

In the determination of parameters of tilted ring models, the data are

collected from elliptical annuli on the sky. Normally these annulli have an

area that is many times larger than the area of the beam. So the degree of

freedom in the �t will be large, and as a result the correlation of the data

over the area of the beam will have little inuence on the �2's that are found,

and can therefore be neglected.

In the determination of the derivatives of the velocity �eld by locally

�tting polynomials, the region involved in the �t for a given polynomial

usually has an area of only a few times that of the beam. Because the data

are correlated over the area of the beam, the degree of freedom in the �t will

be low. Consequently, the correlation of the data will signi�cantly a�ect the

�2's that are found. They will be underestimated. So, before the �2's can

be used to judge the �tting of the polynomials, their theoretical distribution

must determined as well. For this purpose the polynomials may be �tted to

noise that has been convolved with the beam.

Appendix B Formal and Real Uncertainties

When parameters are determined by averaging or modelling data, there

are two contributions to the uncertainties in the results: noise, denoted as �,

and a contribution from systematic errors, denoted as ". Usually the noise

is known, and the systematic errors are not. If the systematic errors are
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uncorrelated with the noise, and if the number of data points is su�ciently

large, the reduced-�2 values are given by:

�2 � n�2 + n"2

n�2
=

�2 + "2

�2
; (3B.1)

and the power in the systematic errors can be found from:

"2 = �2(�2 � 1) : (3B.2)

Formal uncertainties represent the noise in the data only. They do not

indicate whether or not the average or �tted model correctly represent the

data. The relation between the formal uncertainties, denoted as u� , and the

noise in the data can be written as:

u� = C� : (3B.3)

where C is a factor that is a function of the dependence of the model on the

�tted parameters (whether or not the determination is ill-conditioned) and

the number of data points used. The relation between the total uncertainty

in the average or �tted parameter, denoted as u, and the random and sys-

tematic errors may be written in a similar way:

u2 = u2� + u2" = C(�2 + "2) = C�2�2 : (3B.4)

When the data values are correlated, the uncertainties in average values

or �tted parameters need to be corrected for this correlation. The formal

uncertainties can be corrected by multiplying them by a factor correspond-

ing to the increase in the signal to noise ratio due to the correlation of the

data (see Appendix A), here denoted as s:

u� = C�s : (3B.5)

When the systematic errors are incorporated in the uncertainties, the

correction for the correlation of the data depends on the nature of the sys-

tematic errors. They can behave like an oscillating function of the abscissas

of the data, and consequently be averaged out by the correlation, like noise,

but they can also behave like an o�set, and thus not be averaged out at

all, like signal. In the �rst case the fraction of the uncertainty caused by
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systematic errors must be corrected for the correlation of the data in the

same way as formal uncertainties are:

u2 = C2�2s2 + C2"2s2 = C2�2s2�2 : (3B.6)

In the second case the fraction of the uncertainty caused by systematic errors

should not be corrected at all:

u2 = C2�2s2 + C2"2 = C2�2(s2 + �2 � 1) : (3B.7)

When it is not known whether the systematic errors behave like an o�set

or oscillating function, the highest of the two corrections may be applied in

order to avoid underestimation of the uncertainties.

Appendix C The Uncertainty in the Average of

Measurements with Unequal Uncertainties

Averaging n data values, yi, with uncertainties �yi, and weights wi, can

be seen as �tting a very simple model in which all data values have the same

value, y. The reduced-�2 of the �t, which is the square of the factor that

the deviations between data and �tted model are larger than the noise, is

given by:

�
2 =
X

i

wi

�yi
2
(yi � y)2 : (3C.1)

The average value, y, is found at the minimum of the �2:

0 =
@�2

@y
= �2

X

i

wi

�yi
2
(yi � y) : (3C.2)

This leads to:

y =
X

i

wiyi

�yi
2

,X
i

wi

�yi
2
: (3C.3)

The formal uncertainty in the average value, y is given by:

�y 2 =
X

i

�yi
2

�
@y

@yi

�2
(3C.4)
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(see Numerical Recipes 1992, page 673, equation 15.4.12). The derivative in

equation (3C.4) can be found from equation (3C.3):

@y

@yi
=

wi

�yi
2

,X
j

wj

�yj
2
: (3C.5)

Substituting equation (3C.5) into (3C.4) yields:

�y 2 =

X

i

wi
2

�yi
2

,�X
i

wi

�yi
2

�2

: (3C.6)

By multiplying the formal uncertainty given by equation (3C.6) by the

reduced-�2 de�ned in equation (3C.1), a real uncertainty based on the dis-

persion of the data values may be de�ned.

Appendix D Theoretical Formal Uncertainties in

Fitted Parameters

In the �t of a model that depends on a vector of parameters, ~a, with

individual elements ap, the formal 1�-uncertainties in the �tted parameters,

�ap, are equal to the square roots of the diagonal elements of the covariance

matrix in the �t, which will be indicated as C:

�ap
2 = Cpp (3D.1)

(e.g. Kaper et al. 1966, eq. 2.15). For a function f(~a) of the �tted parameters,

the 1�-uncertainty is given by:

�f(~a)2 =
X

p

X

q

 
@f

@ap

!
Cpq

 
@f

@aq

!
(3D.2)

(e.g. Kaper et al. 1966, eq. 2.16).

The covariance matrix of the �t, C, is the inverse of the curvature matrix

in the �t, �, which is usually calculated as:

�pq =
X

i

 
@y

@ap

!
xi

 
@y

@aq

!
xi

wi

�yi
2

(3D.3)

(Numerical Recipes 1992, pages 682{683, or Kaper et al., eq. 2.9). In this
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equation y represents the model that is �tted to measurements yi at abscissas

xi with uncertainties �yi and weights wi.

If the sample interval of the data, �(x), the uncertainties in the data,

�y(x), and the weights, w(x), are continuous functions of the abscissa, x, the

summation over i in equation (3D.3) can be approximated by an integration

over x:

�pq =

Z
+1

�1

dx

�(x)

 
@y

@ap

!
x

 
@y

@aq

!
x

w(x)

�y(x)2
: (3D.4)

In this way the theoretical curvature and covariance matrices are obtained.

For the �tting of one-dimensional, multi-component Gauss functions this

approach has been worked out by Kaper et al. (1966, Appendix C). For a

single component Gauss function, �tted with the integral, I , mean, �, and

dispersion, �, as free parameters, and the sample interval, �, and the un-

certainties in the data values, �y, not being a function of the abscissas of

the data, Kaper et al. obtained the theoretical covariance matrix, Cpq, given

below.

Cpq =
p
��

0
B@ 3 0 2�=I

0 4�2=I2 0

2�=I 0 4�2=I2

1
CA ��y2 : (3D.5)

The square roots of the diagonal elements of the matrix given by equa-

tion (3D.5) can be used as theoretical 1�-uncertainties in the integral, mean,

and dispersion of a �tted Gauss function.

In case the �tting of a Gauss function diverges, usually only one or both

of its wings are �tted to the noise, while the peak is pushed right in between

two adjacent data points, or pushed completely outside the range of the

abscissas of the data. In this situation the peak of the Gauss function is

actually not �tted to any data. So the uncertainties in the parameters of

the Gauss function should become large. For the theoretical uncertainties,

calculated from equation (3D.5), this is not the case, because they do not

take into account the di�erence between the actual abscissas of the data and

the abscissa of the peak of the �tted Gauss function. Therefore, if there is a

risk that the �t will diverge, the uncertainties in the parameters of a �tted

Gauss function should not be calculated from theoretical expressions derived

in the way described above.

Unlike the theoretical covariance matrix, the actual covariance matrix in

the �t is not calculated by approximating the summation in equation (3D.3)
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by the integral in equation (3D.4), but by really evaluating the summation.

If the �t diverges, and consequently the peak of the �tted Gauss function is

not located near the abscissas of the data, in the summation the derivatives

of the �tted Gauss function will be low. So the coe�cients in the curvature

matrix given by equation (3D.3) will be small as well, and consequently the

coe�cients of the covariance matrix calculated by inverting this curvature

matrix will be high. So if the �t diverges, the uncertainties in the �tted

parameters calculated from the actual covariance matrix in the �t will be

high. Therefore, even if the �t diverges, the uncertainties in the �tted pa-

rameters of a �tted Gauss function can still be reliably calculated from the

actual covariance matrix in the �t.

In the �t of a two dimensional, linear polynomial, a0 + a1x + a2y, to

data vij , with uncertainties �vij , that is discretely sampled at abscissas

(xi; yj) = (i�x; j�y), with weights wij , the curvature matrix, �pq, given by

equation (3D.3) becomes:

�pq =
X

ij

0
B@ 1 xi yj

xi x2i xiyj
yj xiyj y2j

1
CA wij

�vij
2
: (3D.6)

If in the �t only the data are used at abscissas inside a Gaussian beam,

with the dispersion measures of its axes denoted asD0x and D0y, the weights

are given by: wij = exp(�x2i =2D2
0x� y2j =2D

2
0y). If all uncertainties �vij are

equal to �v, the matrix in equation (3D.6) can be evaluated by replacing

the summation by the integral given by equation (3D.4), and the result can

be inverted to obtain the theoretical covariance matrix given below:

Cpq =
1

2�D0xD0y

0
B@ 1 0 0

0 1=D2
0x 0

0 0 1=D2
0y

1
CA �x�y�v2: (3D.7)

The square roots of the diagonal elements of the matrix given by equa-

tion (3D.7) are the theoretical uncertainties in the coe�cients of the �tted

polynomial. Since no other than the diagonal elements are present, theoret-

ically there is no correlation between the di�erent coe�cients of the poly-

nomial. In practice however, if at certain positions data values are lacking,

this correlation may still be present.
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Appendix E Fitting a Model in the Presence of

Uncertainties in the Sampling Positions as well as

in the Values of Data

When a model is �tted to data, in addition to the uncertainties in the

data values, also uncertainties in the abscissas of the data points may be

present. These uncertainties can be taken into account with the �2 de�ned

below (see also Numerical Recipes 1992, page 666, where the problem of

�tting a straight line in the presence of uncertainties in the values as well as

the abscissas of the data is discussed).

�
2=

X

i

0
BB@

�
yi � y(~xi)

�2
�yi

2 +
P

j

�
@y
@xij

�2
xij
�xij

2

+ log

2
64�yi

2 +
P

j

�
@y
@xij

�2
xij
�xij

2

�yi
2

3
75
1
CCA

(3E.1)

In equation (3E.1) the model is represented as y, the data values as yi, and

their uncertainties as �yi. The data may be sampled along more than one

axis, in a plane for example. Therefore, the abscissas of the data are indi-

cated by vectors, ~xi, with coe�cients xij , having uncertainties �xij . The

derivatives of the model with respect to the coe�cients of the x-vectors,

@y=@xij, serve to convert the uncertainties in the abscissas of the data to

uncertainties in the values of the data. In ordinary �tting problems, without

uncertainties in the abscissas, all �xij in equation (3E.1) are zero. Then the

second term in the equation is zero and the �rst term is just the ordinary �2.

The �rst term under the summation symbol is basically an ordinary �2.

Its enumerator is the di�erence between a data value and the �tted model,

and its denominator can be imagined as the total uncertainty in the data

value, which takes into account the uncertainties in the abscissas as well. To

transform the uncertainties in the abscissas to the uncertainty in the data

value, it is assumed that the model correctly represents the data, can be

approximated linearly, and that the uncertainties in the abscissas and in the

data value are all uncorrelated, and therefore can be added quadratically.

The transformation is done by multiplying the uncertainties in the abscissas

by the �rst derivatives of the model with respect to its abscissas.

The second term under the summation symbol, the `log-term', is needed

for agreement with maximum likelyhood theory. It takes the normalization

of the distribution of the measurement uncertainties into account (Numerical
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Recipes 1992, page 657{659). Its need was pointed out to me by G. Lemson.

It is necessary because, in problems with uncertainties in the values as well as

the abscissas of the data, the �rst term under the summation symbol cannot

only be minimized by minimizing its enumerator, which is the disagreement

between the data and the �tted model, but also by maximizing its denomi-

nator, by maximizing one or more of the derivatives of the �tted model with

respect to its abscissas. The `log-term' serves to forbid this solution, but in

the neighborhood of the real solution it is of almost no inuence.
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4 HI Line Observations of

NGC 3198 and NGC 2403

4.1 Introduction

The HI layers of NGC 3198 and NGC 2403 have been observed before,
and tilted ring models with zero thickness have been �tted to the observa-
tions successfully (Begeman 1987; see also Wevers 1986, and Bosma 1981).

For a measurement of the random velocity dispersion and layer thickness,
however, the existing observations are unsuitable, because their resolution
in position and velocity is insu�cient. The high velocity resolution is re-
quired because for the measurement of the layer thickness a contribution
to the observed velocity dispersion of only a few km/s must be measured
in the presence of a random velocity dispersion of approximately 8 km/s
(see Chapter 2, Table 2.1). With the 33 km/s (FWHM) velocity resolution
of the existing WSRT observations this is not possible. The high spatial
resolution is required because the size of the projection of the layer thick-
ness on the sky must be of the order of the size of the observational beam or
larger. In Begeman's (1987) observations of NGC 3198 the beam is 2500 � 3500

(FWHM). With this beam, layer thicknesses smaller than � 3100 (FWHM),
corresponding to 1.4 kpc at the 9.4 Mpc distance of the galaxy, cannot be
measured. In NGC 2403, with the 4500 � 4500 (FWHM) observational beam
of Wevers et al. (1986), in principle a layer thickness of � 5200 (FWHM),
which is 0.8 kpc at the 3.25 Mpc distance of the galaxy, can be measured,
but still the velocity resolution of the observations is too low.

Therefore, new 21 cm line observations have been obtained with the
WSRT, at a velocity resolution of 8.3 km/s (FWHM), and spatial resolu-
tions of respectively 12:500� 17:500 (FWHM) for NGC 3198, and 11:500 � 12:700

(FWHM) for NGC 2403, and 4� 12h observing time for each galaxy. In this
chapter tilted ring models will be �tted to the observed HI column density,

67
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mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds obtained from these observa-
tions.

There is a risk in the �tting of tilted ring models to the HI layer of a
spiral galaxy, however. Spiral features in the layer may become modelled as
a speci�c small scale variation with radius of the orientations of the rings.
For example, when in a tilted ring model all rings are assigned the same,
non-zero, inclination, but position angles (de�ned as the orientations of the
projections of the rings on the sky) that vary with radius, spiral features will
occur in the observed column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion
�elds. In this way, warping of the layer can result in the observation of spiral
features, and, the other way around, spiral features can become modelled as
warping. For this reason the tilted ring model is used here only to obtain a
global picture, which means that small scale uctuations in the parameters
of the rings are smoothed out.

4.2 NGC 3198

Observations

The standard Westerbork calibration procedures have been applied to
the data. After the removal of the bad visibilities and the fourier transform,
a data set consisting of 127 channel maps in velocity, each channel map
consisting of 256 � 256 pixels, was obtained (see table 4.1).

The channel maps have been processed with GIPSY software. The chan-
nels 1 and 117 to 127 could not be used due to the low response at the edges
of the velocity passband. The channels 25 to 108, with a velocity range from
488 to 832 km/s, contain the HI line emission of NGC 3198. The remaining
channels, 2 to 24 and 109 to 116, have been used to estimate the continuum
emission at each position in the sky, by �tting a linear polynomial to the
data in these channels, and the estimated continuum has been subtracted
from the entire data set.

To obtain a round observational beam, the channel maps and the dirty
antenna responses of the WSRT were smoothed to a resolution of 1800 � 1800

(FWHM). Next, the channel maps were cleaned in order to restore the base-
level and to get rid of the sidelobes of the dirty beam, using masks to separate
the regions with HI line emission from the regions without. In this way the
cleaning is speeded up and the number of clean components representing
noise instead of signal is reduced considerably. To obtain the masks, copies
of the channel maps and antenna patterns were smoothed to a resolution
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of 3500� 3500 (FWHM). Next, the smoothed copies were cleaned down to a
level of 2.5 times the r.m.s. noise and restored with a round Gaussian beam
of 3500 (FWHM), and clipped at a level of 2.5 times the r.m.s. noise. After
the clipping the regions with signal were isolated manually. With the use
of these masks, the channel maps at 1800 resolution have been cleaned down
to a level of 0.5 times the r.m.s. noise, and restored with a round Gaussian
beam of 1800.

Table 4.1 Observational parameters of NGC 3198

dates of observation 30 and 31 oct. 1988

27 and 28 dec. 1988

length of observation 4� 12
h

baselines (min{max{increment) 36{2736{36 m

pixel separation 5:000 � 7:000

synthesized beam (FWHM) 1800 � 1800

size of �rst grating ring 200 � 280

FWHP primary beam 37:50

r.m.s. noise in channel maps 0.95 mJy/beam

central frequency channel 1417.3327 MHZ

frequency increment between channels �0.01953125 MHZ

bandwidth 2.5 MHZ

number of channels 127

central velocity channel (heliocentric) 649.9 km/s

velocity increment between channels 4.14 km/s

velocity resolution (FWHM) 8.28 km/s (after Hanning smoothing)

�eld centre (1950) � = 10h16m48s � = 45�4700000

mJy/beam ! K 1.9 K

After the cleaning, the baselines in many of the velocity pro�les appeared
to have small non-zero slopes and o�sets. These could be traced to errors
caused by the use of a too small number of line free channel maps in the
determination of the subtracted continuum. Although at the low velocity
side 23 channels without line emission were available, at the high velocity
side there were only 7, and this was insu�cient, especially because strong
continuum sources are present in the observed �eld.

The o�sets and slopes of the baselines in the velocity pro�les will disturb
the study of the HI line emission of NGC 3198, and therefore they have been
removed. This has been done with an additional subtraction of the contin-
uum, but this time the continuum has not been calculated from the channel
maps without line emission, but from the regions without line emission in
the channel maps with the line emission. To isolate these regions the same
masks have been used as in the cleaning of the channel maps. The addi-
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tional subtraction of the continuum could only be done after the cleaning of
the channel maps, otherwise the estimate of the continuum would have been
disturbed by the negative bowl around the signal that is present in dirty
channel maps.

400 500 600 700 800

0

500

1000

Figure 4.1 The global HI pro�le of

NGC 3198. (Corrected for primary

beam attenuation) The pro�le repre-

sents the HI ux density in each chan-

nel map as a function of line of sight ve-

locity. The 1�-uncertainties in the pro-

�le are approximately 100 mJy. Due to

the Hanning smoothing of the channel

maps the values in the pro�le are not

independent.

The HI line ux density in each channel map (see �gure 4.1) is the sum
of the data values in the map, divided by the area of the observational
beam in pixels. Its formal uncertainty is the noise in the map, multiplied
by the square root of the total number of pixels in the map, and divided
by the square root of half the area of the observational beam in pixels.
The total HI ux (see table 4.2) is the sum of the ux densities in the
channel maps, multiplied by the channel separation. Its uncertainty is the
uncertainty in the HI ux density in a single channel map, multiplied by the
channel separation, the square root of the number of channel maps, and a
factor

p
8=3 to compensate for the Hanning smoothing of the channels. (See

also Chapter 3, Appendix A.) The total HI mass in NGC 3198 (see table 4.2)
is calculated from the total HI ux and the distance to the galaxy.

The Central Moments of the HI Velocity Pro�les

The tilted ring model of the HI layer of NGC 3198 is �tted to the
observed HI column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds.
These are respectively the distributions on the sky of the zeroth, �rst, and
second central moments of the observed HI velocity pro�les. For a direct
calculation of these three quantities, however, the signal to noise in the ve-
locity pro�les was too low, and therefore a single component Gauss function
has been �tted to each velocity pro�le, and as the central moments of the
pro�le the integral, mean, and dispersion of the �tted Gauss function have
been used.
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As uncertainties in the column density, mean velocity, and velocity dis-
persion �elds the formal 1�-uncertainties in the parameters of the �tted
Gauss functions have been used, multiplied by a factor of

p
8=3 to compen-

sate for the Hanning smoothing of the velocity channels. To guarantee that
the uncertainties will be high if the �tting of the Gauss functions diverges,
they have been calculated from the actual covariance matrix in the �t, and
not from theoretical expressions (see Chapter 3, Appendices A and D).

Gauss functions �tted to noise can have arbitrary mean velocities and
velocity dispersions. Normally these are completely o� the values for the
signal, much more than it is predicted by their uncertainties, which are
usually not out of the ordinary. Therefore, before tilted ring models were
�tted to the column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion �elds,
the Gauss functions �tted to noise were removed. For this purpose �rst
the Gauss functions with mean velocities outside the velocity range of the
observations were deleted. Next, Gauss functions �tted to noise are identi�ed
and removed on the basis of their SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), de�ned as the
integral of a �tted Gauss function divided by its formal uncertainty. The
advantage of using the SNR for this purpose is that, in contrast to most
other parameters, the SNR always is low when a Gauss function has been
�tted to a pro�le without strong signal, even when the �tting has diverged.
The removal is done at the 3�-con�dence level, de�ned as the level below
which 99.73% of the distribution of the SNR of the Gauss functions �tted
to noise is located (see �gure 4.2). So, theoretically 99.73% of the Gauss
functions �tted to noise is removed. The collection of Gauss functions �tted
to noise that is needed to determine the distribution of the SNR of these
Gauss functions has been obtained by cutting out the region with signal
from the observed HI column density �eld (see also Chapter 3, Section 3.4).

After the rejection of the vast majority of Gauss functions �tted to noise,
the distribution in space and velocity of the signal has become known well
enough to be used for a further rejection of Gauss functions �tted to noise, on
the basis of the continuity of this distribution. To facilitate this, a model ve-
locity �eld calculated with the position angles, inclinations, and rotation ve-
locities measured by Begeman (1987, Ph.D. thesis) has been subtracted from
the observed mean velocity �eld. In this way the signal is con�ned to a veloc-
ity range from minus 30 km/s to plus 30 km/s, instead of 488 to 832 km/s,
and Gauss functions that are o� in mean velocity are easily recognized.

To �nd out whether or not the �tted Gauss functions correctly represent
the signal in the velocity pro�les, the �2's of the �ts have been used. The
�ts can be trusted if the �2's follow their theoretical distribution and show
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Figure 4.2 The statistical distributions of the central moments of the observed

HI velocity pro�les in NGC 3198. (Not corrected for primary beam attenuation.) The

top row represents the results of a straightforward calculation on the largest consecutive

positive peak in each pro�le, and the lower two rows the results of �tting single component

Gauss functions to the pro�les. The uncertainties presented in the bottom row are the

formal 1�-uncertainties, and the uncertainties in the mean velocities are virtually the same

as in the velocity dispersions. The thin lines indicate pro�les with only noise, and the thick

lines pro�les with signal. Each histogram consists of 50 bins, and has been normalized

with respect to its peak value. On top of each panel the medians of the distributions are

given, and also the 3�-con�dence level for pro�les with signal.
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no structure in their distribution on the sky.
To prevent that the �2's represent the �tting of the wings of the Gauss

functions to the noise instead of their peaks to the signal, in each veloc-
ity pro�le the �2 has been calculated from only the data points inside the
interval from minus to plus three times the average velocity dispersion of
the Gauss functions �tted to signal, around the mean velocity of the �tted
Gauss function. Theoretically this interval still contains the 3�-fraction of
the signal, and with the average velocity dispersion of the Gauss functions
�tted to signal of 12.6 km/s (see �gure 4.2, middle row, second panel from
left) and the channel separation in velocity of 4.14 km/s, it consists of 18
data points.

When the �2 of a �t is used to judge the agreement between data and
�tted model, it is compared to the degree of freedom in the �t. Here, how-
ever, standard least squares theory cannot be applied because this requires
uncorrelated data, whereas, due to the Hanning smoothing, the data points
in the velocity pro�les are correlated. Therefore the degree of freedom in the
�t will not be equal to the number of data points used in the �t minus the
number of three �tted parameters. Single component Gauss functions surely
correctly represent noise peaks, however. So, in pro�les without signal the
theoretical distribution of the �2's can still be found. The mean �2 in this
distribution is the degree of freedom in the �t, and the �2's are converted
to reduced �2's, with a theoretical value of one, by dividing them by this
mean.

Just as in the tilted ring models described in Chapter 3, in general the
�tted Gauss functions represent the observed velocity pro�les of the HI layer
of NGC 3198 correctly. Only in areas with noticeable spiral features this is
not the case. This is shown by the distribution on the sky of the reduced-
�2's of the �ts, which shows structure associated with spiral features in the
column density �eld (see �gure 4.3, lower right panel). It is also shown in the
di�erence between the mean value of the reduced-�2 's found in pro�les with
signal of 1.2, and the theoretical value of 1, and by the slight disagreement
between the statistical distribution of the �2's found in pro�les with signal
and the theoretical statistical distribution, as found in pro�les with only
noise (see �gure 4.2, lower right panel).

However, the only purpose of �tting the Gauss functions to the velocity
pro�les is to obtain determinations of the central moments of the pro�les
that are not too much disturbed by the noise. So detailed agreement for
the entire pro�le is not really required. Therefore the �ts with the highest
�2's have been inspected by eye and they have been considered good enough
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Figure 4.3 The central moments of the observed HI velocity pro�les in

NGC 3198.
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 In the column density map (upper left panel) the gray scales run from �19

to +900 mJy/beam km/s. (They are the same as in �gure 3.3.) It has been corrected for

primary beam attenuation. The ellipse indicates the largest circular ring that has been

�tted to the velocity �eld, with a radius of 634.5
00

. The observational beam of 18
00

� 18
00

(FWHM) is shown in the lower left corner. In the mean velocity �eld (upper right panel)

the contours indicate steps of 20 km/s around the systemic velocity of 659.2 km/s, and the

southern half of the galaxy is receding. The cross indicates the dynamical centre, derived

from �tted circular rings. In the velocity dispersion �eld (lower left panel), the gray scales

run from 8 to 24 km/s. (They are the same as in �gure 3.7.) The X-shaped feature is the

systematic velocity dispersion of the gas inside the volume spanned by the observational

beam and the layer thickness. It coincides with the regions in the velocity �eld where

the velocity contours are closest together. In the �eld with the reduced �2's of the Gauss

function �ts to the velocity pro�les (lower right panel) the gray scales run from 0 to 8.

for a determination of the central moments of the pro�les. Moreover, errors
associated with spiral features will probably not disturb the �tting of tilted
ring models to obtain a global picture of the HI layer of NGC 3198 anyway.

The Tilted Ring Model

The Rotation Velocities

To determine the central positions, systemic velocities, position angles,
inclinations, and the rotation velocities, tilted rings are �tted to the observed
mean velocity �eld.

In the �tting the uncertainties in the velocity �eld have been taken into
account. As uncertainties in the �tted parameters the 1�-uncertainties have
been used, calculated from the residual of the �t. So they may be considered
as real uncertainties that take into account the errors in the representation
of the velocity �eld by the �tted circular rings. The uncertainties have also
been corrected for the correlation of the data in the velocity �eld over the
area of the beam, by multiplying them by a factor of 4.6 (see Chapter 3,
Appendix A).

In the �t to the velocity �eld, each ring has been represented as a circular
annulus with a width equal to the separation of the rings in radius, and �tted
the data located at the projection of the annulus on the sky. So placed in the
plane of the layer the annuli would form a closed disk. In this way each ring
is �tted to di�erent data in the velocity �eld, and consequently the �tted
parameters of di�erent rings can be considered independent. Only if rings
signi�cantly overlap in the line of sight, due to di�erences in their central
positions in the sky, position angles, or inclinations, this will not work, but
in NGC 3198 this is not the case.
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In radius the rings should be critically sampled, which means that the
increment in their radii should be approximately half the size of the obser-
vational beam. The dispersion measure of the beam is 1800=2:35, and the
dispersion measure of the width of the annuli used to represent the rings
is the full width of the annuli divided by

p
12. So the increment in the

radii of the rings should be 1=2 � (1800=2:35) � p12 ' 1300. However, for the
determination of the central position, systemic velocity, inclination, and po-
sition angle of a ring, also data in the velocity �eld on the minor axis are
needed. Critical sampling along this axis would require that the increment
in the radii is taken projected along the minor axes, and therefore that it
is divided by the cosine of the inclination of the layer. With the inclination
of NGC 3198, of about 70�, it would become about 3900. As a reasonable
average, 2700 has been used as the increment in the radii of the rings.

Table 4.2 Parameters of NGC 3198

Type1 Sc(rs)I-II

Optical centre1 (1950) � = 10h16m52:10s�400 ; � = 45�4800:000�300

Kinematical centre HI (1950) � = 10h16m51:85s�3:800 ; � = 45�4803:000�6:900

Systemic velocity 659:4�2:6 km/s

Integrated HI ux 235�7 Jy km/s = (1:11�0:03)� 10�20 Watt=m2

Distance1 9.4 Mpc

MHI 4:9� 109 M�

LB
1 (9:0� 0:9)� 109LB�

LV
1 (7:3� 0:7)� 109LV�

disk scale length1 5800

R25
1 25200

Holmberg diameter1 11:90 � 4:90

1 Data from thesis Begeman, references therein.

First, the central position in the sky and systemic velocity of the entire
layer are determined (see table 4.2). For this purpose the rings are �tted
with all parameters free, and the central positions and systemic velocities of
the separate rings are averaged. Rings with radii larger than 48000 have not
been used because for the determination of the central position and systemic
velocity of an ring, data on both halves of the major axis are needed (see also
�gure 4.5). As the uncertainty in the central position and systemic velocity of
the entire layer, the dispersion from the separate rings divided by the square
root of the number of rings has been used. In this way also the di�erences
in the central positions and systemic velocities of the rings are taken into
account (see also Chapter 3, Appendix C). The real uncertainty that is
calculated in this way is about 7 times larger than the formal uncertainty in
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the average.
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Figure 4.4 The position angles, inclinations, and rotation velocities in the tilted

ring model of NGC 3198. In the upper panel on the left the position angles are shown,

in the lower panel the inclinations, and in the panel on the right the rotation velocities. The

measurements are indicated by the dots with the error bars which are the 1�-uncertainties,

calculated from the residual of the �t, and corrected for the correlation of the data over

the area of the beam. The thin solid lines represent the results of smoothing in the radial

direction. In addition to the rotation velocities measured here, also the those derived by

Begeman are indicated (dotted line).

Next, the position angles and inclinations of the rings are determined
(see �gure 4.4, panels on the left). For this purpose the rings are �tted a
second time, but with only the position angles, inclinations, and rotation
velocities as free parameters, and the central position and systemic velocity
kept �xed at the values determined before. For a good determination of all
three, the position angle, the inclination, and the rotation velocity of a ring,
data values are needed on at least one half of the major axis. At radii of
580.500 and 607.500, the rings have been �tted to a very small number of data
points, and the �tted position angles and inclinations are completely ad hoc,
and have therefore been rejected.

The small scale uctuations in the position angles and inclinations are
completely explained by spiral features and noise, and do not indicate any
real warping of the plane of the layer. Therefore, the measurements have
been heavily smoothed in the radial direction, by �tting a third degree poly-
nomial.

Finally, the rotation velocities are determined (see �gure 4.4, panel on the
right), by �tting the rings a third time, but with only the rotation velocities
as free parameters. For the position angles and inclinations the smoothed
values have been used.1

1It must be mentioned that the uncertainties in the parameters that are kept �xed
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Figure 4.5 HI position-velocity map along the major axis of NCG 3198. The map

has been obtained by taking a slice through the data at a position angle of 215�. It has not

been corrected for primary beam attenuation. The contours are at levels of �5.0, �2.5,

2.5, 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0 times the r.m.s. noise in the map of 0.8 mJy/beam. The pixels in

the map are 500 � 4:14 km/s. The instrumental resolutions are indicated by the tiny cross

inside the box in the lower right corner of the map. The velocity resolution is 8.3 km/s

(FWHM), and the angular resolution 19.400 (FWHM). The dots indicate the line of sight

components of the rotation velocities.

At small radii the measured position angles and inclinations show the
twist that is visible in the inner regions of the velocity �eld (see �gure 4.3,
upper right panel). At large radii they show that the layer is mildly warped
in its outer parts. This is in agreement with the results of Begeman (1987,
Ph.D. thesis, page 31).

The measured rotation velocities agree with the position-velocity map
along the major axis of NGC 3198 (see �gure 4.5), but there are di�erences
with the rotation velocities obtained by Begeman. At radii smaller than
�12000 Begeman's rotation velocities are higher than the ones found here.
Maybe, in spite of the better resolution of the observations, the present
rotation velocities are underestimated because no beam smearing correction
has been applied (see also Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis, page 31{32). At radii
larger than �55000 the rotation velocities found here are signi�cantly higher
than the value of �150 km/s found by Begeman, but also in Begeman's

in the determination of the position angles, inclinations, and rotation velocities have

not been taken into account, and that therefore the uncertainties these parameters are

underestimated.
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position-velocity map in the northern half of the layer there is a hint of
rotation velocities that increase with radius (see Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis,
page 34).

The HI Surface Densities

The HI surface density on each ring in the tilted ring model has been
derived by multiplying the average observed HI column density on the ring by
the cosine of the inclination of the ring. Its uncertainty has been calculated
from the dispersion of the HI surface densities on the ring.
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Figure 4.6 The HI surface densi-

ties from the tilted ring model of

NGC 3198. (Corrected for primary

beam attenuation.) The error bars in-

dicate 1�-uncertainties. The thin solid

line represents the result of smoothing

in the radial direction.

The used HI column densities have been obtained with a straightforward
integration of the observed velocity pro�les, and not from the �tting of the
Gauss functions. The reason is that the latter are unde�ned at the positions
in the sky where the signal to noise ratio in the observed velocity pro�les is
low, whereas the column densities obtained with a direct integration of the
velocity pro�les are de�ned at all positions. Their relatively high noise is
not a serious problem; it is well below the actual variation of the HI surface
density along the rings due to spiral features, and in the determination of
the average HI surface densities on circular rings the observed HI column
densities are averaged over substantial regions on the sky.

Due to the variation of the orientations of the rings as a function of
radius, at some positions the rings overlap in the line of sight while at other
positions holes occur between them. Therefore at some positions in the sky
the observed column densities are used twice or more, in deriving the average
surface densities on two or more rings, while at other positions they are not
used at all. In NGC 3198 the orientations of the rings vary only mildly with
radius, and therefore the errors introduced in this way are probably smaller
than the uncertainties caused by spiral features.
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The small scale uctuations of the HI surface densities (see �gure 4.6)
are consistent with the uncertainties in the measurements. They are caused
by the noise and spiral features, and not by actual variation of the average
HI surface densities on the rings as a function of radius. Therefore, the
measurements have been smoothed in the radial direction, by �tting a second
degree polynomial at small radii, smoothly shading o� into exp(�(r=r0)�)
at large radii. For � in this way a value of about 2:5 has been found.

The Random Velocity Dispersions and the Layer Thicknesses

Finally the random HI velocity dispersions and layer thicknesses have
been measured, but �rst the measurement will be explained (see Chapter 3,
Section 3.8, for a more extensive description of the method).

The observed velocity dispersion is the random HI velocity dispersion
increased by a systematic contribution due to the observational beam and the
layer thickness. This contribution is the dispersion of the systematic velocity
of the HI inside the volume that is spanned by the beam and the vertical
extent of the layer. It is proportional to the variation of the systematic
HI line of sight velocity with position, the size of the beam, and the layer
thickness, and in the observed velocity dispersion �eld it can be recognized
as an X-shaped feature (see �gure 4.3, lower left panel). The X-feature
coincides with the regions where the position dependence of the systematic
velocity of the gas is strongest, and consequently the gradient in the observed
mean velocity �eld is largest. So the X-feature can also be recognized in the
velocity �eld as the regions where the velocity contours are closest together
(see �gure 4.3, upper right panel).

Between the arms of the X-feature the gradient in the velocity �eld is
small. Consequently, also the systematic contribution to the observed ve-
locity dispersion is small, and the observed velocity dispersion is virtually
the random velocity dispersion. So between the arms of the X the random
velocity dispersion can be measured. On the arms of the X the gradient in
the velocity �eld is large. This means that also the systematic contribution
to the observed velocity dispersion is large, and that therefore the observed
velocity dispersion is strongly dependent on the layer thickness. So on the
arms of the X the layer thickness can be measured from the di�erence be-
tween the observed and random velocity dispersion and the gradient in the
velocity �eld.

For the measurement of the random velocity dispersions and layer thick-
nesses, in addition to the observed velocity dispersions, also the gradient
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vectors of the velocity �eld are needed. These can be determined in two
ways. In the �rst place theoretical gradient vectors can be calculated from
the position angles, inclinations, and rotation velocities in the tilted ring
model (see �gure 4.4). Because these parameters are in fact averages over
substantial regions in the sky, the uncertainties in the theoretical gradient
vectors will be negligible. In the second place, observed gradient vectors can
be determined as the linear coe�cients of two-dimensional, linear polynomi-
als, at each position in the sky locally �tted to the velocity �eld.

Following the method outlined above, the HI random velocity dispersions
and layer thicknesses have been derived from the observed velocity dispersion
�eld (see �gure 4.7, lower left panel). The theoretical as well as the observed
gradient vectors of the velocity �eld have been used. The 1�-uncertainties
have been calculated from the residual of the �t. Subsequently, also the
model velocity dispersion �elds have been calculated (see �gure 4.8).
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Figure 4.7 The random velocity dispersions and layer thicknesses in the tilted

ring model of the HI layer in NGC 3198. The panels on the left show the measure-

ments of the random velocity dispersion, and those on the right the measurements of the

layer thickness (1�-dispersion measures). The error bars are 1�-uncertainties calculated

from the residual of the �t, and corrected for the correlation of the data over the area

of the observational beam. The thin solid lines represent the results of smoothing as a

function of radius.

In tilted ring models the theoretical and observed gradient vectors work
about equally well to determine the random velocity dispersion and layer
thickness (see also Chapter 3, Section 3.8, �gures 3.13, and 3.14). The
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HI layer of NGC 3198 is seen as a tilted ring model, but with added spiral
features, and these inuence its observed velocity and velocity dispersion
�elds. The theoretical gradient vectors do not follow the spiral features,
but the observed ones do. It appears that therefore the latter give a much
better agreement between the observed and the model HI velocity dispersion
�eld (compare also �gure 4.3, lower left panel, with the panels in �gure 4.8).
This is also reected in the uncertainties in the measurements calculated
from the residual of the �t: with the theoretical gradient vectors they are
larger than with the observed ones. For these reasons, the measurements
with the observed gradient vectors have been adopted.

Figure 4.8 The model velocity dispersion �elds calculated from the measure-

ments of the random velocity dispersion and the layer thickness. The �eld on

the left is calculated with the theoretical, and the one on the right with the observed

gradient vectors of the velocity �eld. The gray scales run from 8.0 to 24.0 km/s, just as

in the observed velocity dispersion �eld shown in �gure 4.3. In the lower left corner of the

panel on the left the observational beam is shown.

Just as in the tilted ring models presented in Chapter 3, inside a radius
of 10000 the random velocity dispersion and layer thickness could not be
measured accurately, the former probably being overestimated and the latter
not being measured at all. In the tilted ring models, with the theoretical
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gradient vectors of the velocity �eld, however, the random velocity dispersion
could still be measured accurately at radii smaller than 10000. Therefore, at
radii smaller than 10000, the measurements of the random velocity dispersions
with the theoretical gradient vectors of the velocity �eld have been adopted.

To get rid of small scale uctuations caused by spiral features and noise
the measurements have been heavily smoothed as a function of radius. For
the random velocity dispersions this has been done by �tting a function
�ran(r) = � + s � exp(�(r=r0)�) to the measurements. At radii smaller than
10000 the results of the smoothing disagree with the measurements done with
the observed gradient vectors. This is caused by the large uncertainties
in these measurements. The results of the smoothing agree with the mea-
surements done with the theoretical gradient vectors, however, and at radii
smaller than 10000 these are supposed to be more reliable.

The measurement of the random velocity dispersion and the layer thick-
ness is disturbed by spiral features. When the theoretical gradient vectors
are used, the spiral features cause a bad representation of the observed ve-
locity dispersion �eld. This causes errors, especially if there is correlation
between the spiral features and the X-feature in the velocity dispersion �eld.
In this way, in the measurements with the theoretical gradient vectors, the
large spiral arm in NGC 3198 in the north-east causes an overestimate of
the layer thickness at large radii (see �gure 4.7, upper panel right). In the
measurements with the observed gradient vectors, errors may occur if the
random velocity dispersion and layer thickness are not constant on the circu-
lar rings, and either of them is correlated with spiral features. For example,
if at the location of spiral features the gradient in the velocity �eld is larger
than in between, the layer thickness will be measured at spiral features and
the random velocity dispersion between spiral features.

This can lead to systematic errors in average random velocity dispersions
and layer thicknesses measured on rings. In practice, with the theoretical
and the observed gradient vectors virtually the same random velocity dis-
persions are found. So there seems to be no di�erence between the average
random velocity dispersions on circular rings and random velocity disper-
sions measured in between spiral features. From this it can be concluded
that at least the random velocity dispersion is probably not strongly corre-
lated or anti-correlated with spiral features.
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Appendix

NGC 3198 (overview) In the upper left

corner the optical image of the galaxy is

shown. It has been extracted from the

Palomar 48-inch Schmidt Telescope Digi-

tized Sky Survey, and its angular resolu-

tion is about 200. In the upper right cor-

ner the distribution on the sky of the col-

umn density, and in the lower left corner

of the mean line of sight velocity of the

neutral hydrogen in the galaxy is shown.

Both maps have been obtained with the

Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope, at

an angular resolution is 1800 (indicated in

the lower left corner of the column density

map). In the velocity map the contours

are in steps of 20 km/s around the sys-

temic velocity of the entire galaxy, and

the southern half of the galaxy is reced-

ing. In all maps the dynamical centre of

the galaxy has been indicated by a tiny

circle in the centre.
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Table 4.3 Parameters of the tilted ring model of the HI layer of NGC 3198. (For

the layer thickness the 1�-dispersion measure has been given.) The uncertainties are the

1�-uncertainties, calculated from the residual of the �t, and corrected for the correlation

of the data over the area of the observational beam.

radius P.A. inc. vrot npix nHI �ran Z0
00 � � km/s 1020/cm2 km/s 00

13.5 52.4 � 26. 14 3.2 � 0.8 31.3 � 39 �5.9 � 178

40.5 209.8 � 3.5 74.0 � 6.4 93.7 � 6.4 53 4.0 � 0.6 20.9 � 16 �7.7 � 33.

67.5 212.9 � 1.9 75.4 � 3.1 124.7 � 5.5 93 5.6 � 0.6 16.0 � 9.3 �4.8 � 29.

94.5 214.5 � 1.3 72.0 � 2.0 140.2 � 3.5 135 6.4 � 0.4 13.4 � 3.4 6.8 � 8.2

121.5 216.7 � 0.9 69.4 � 1.5 147.2 � 2.7 180 7.2 � 0.5 12.0 � 1.8 9.1 � 5.2

148.5 218.3 � 0.6 69.8 � 1.1 151.4 � 2.0 229 6.8 � 0.5 10.5 � 1.2 8.8 � 4.0

175.5 218.4 � 0.5 70.8 � 0.9 156.2 � 1.9 276 6.5 � 0.4 10.7 � 1.0 8.0 � 4.0

202.5 217.1 � 0.4 70.7 � 0.6 159.4 � 1.3 322 5.8 � 0.4 10.3 � 0.8 8.0 � 2.3

229.5 216.4 � 0.5 71.3 � 0.7 156.3 � 2.0 368 5.0 � 0.4 9.0 � 1.0 10.4 � 2.4

256.5 216.0 � 0.4 70.8 � 0.7 151.5 � 1.5 420 4.5 � 0.3 8.7 � 0.7 9.5 � 2.8

283.5 216.2 � 0.4 70.4 � 0.7 153.7 � 1.2 472 4.3 � 0.3 7.8 � 0.5 11.2 � 2.6

310.5 215.8 � 0.4 70.0 � 0.6 153.2 � 1.4 512 3.8 � 0.3 8.4 � 0.6 9.4 � 3.0

337.5 215.1 � 0.4 69.0 � 0.6 152.4 � 1.5 546 3.4 � 0.3 9.8 � 0.8 7.8 � 4.4

364.5 215.3 � 0.3 70.1 � 0.5 152.2 � 0.9 596 3.3 � 0.2 8.4 � 0.6 11.3 � 2.9

391.5 215.2 � 0.4 70.6 � 0.7 151.5 � 1.2 619 3.0 � 0.2 8.6 � 0.5 12.6 � 2.5

418.5 214.4 � 0.6 70.5 � 0.8 150.1 � 1.6 562 2.4 � 0.2 8.9 � 0.6 12.5 � 2.6

445.5 213.5 � 0.7 70.8 � 0.9 147.8 � 1.9 529 2.0 � 0.2 8.4 � 0.7 13.4 � 2.6

472.5 213.3 � 0.7 71.7 � 1.0 147.9 � 2.0 467 1.6 � 0.2 8.0 � 0.7 14.7 � 2.8

499.5 212.2 � 0.8 72.3 � 1.1 149.7 � 2.1 398 1.4 � 0.2 7.9 � 0.8 17.6 � 3.3

526.5 212.6 � 1.1 71.5 � 1.0 150.9 � 1.8 355 1.2 � 0.2 8.2 � 0.9 16.6 � 4.9

553.5 213.7 � 1.3 71.2 � 1.1 153.3 � 1.4 273 0.9 � 0.2 8.5 � 1.0 12.3 � 7.6

580.5 157.4 � 1.6 196 0.7 � 0.1 8.7 � 1.0 �1.3 � 58.

607.5 158.7 � 1.6 114 0.5 � 0.1 9.0 � 1.3 8.3 � 19.

634.5 213.0 � 4.3 73.8 � 2.2 161.0 � 7.3 24 0.3 � 0.1 11.2 � 5.0 �6.5 � 74.

661.5 0.2 � 0.1

688.5 0.1 � 0.1

715.5 0.1 � 0.1
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4.3 NGC 2403

Observations

The data have been reduced using standard calibration procedures. Af-
ter the removal of the bad visibilities and the fourier transform a sequence
of 127 channel maps in velocity has been obtained, each channel map con-
sisting of 1024 � 512 pixels.

Table 4.4 Observational parameters of NGC 2403

dates of observation 28 oct. 1988

8, 15 and 21 dec. 1988

length of observation 4� 12
h

baselines (min{max{increment) 36{2754{18 m

pixel separation 5:000 � 5:500

synthesized beam (FWHM) 1300 � 1300

size of �rst grating ring 40:30 � 44:30

FWHP primary beam 37:50

r.m.s. noise in channel maps 0.85 mJy/beam

central frequency 1419.8626 MHZ

frequency increment between channels �0.01953125 MHZ

bandwidth 2.5 MHZ

number of channels 127

central velocity channel (heliocentric) 125.0 km/s

velocity increment between channels 4.12 km/s

velocity resolution (FWHM) 8.244 km/s (after Hanning smoothing)

�eld centre (1950) � = 7h32m1:00s � = 65�4205700

mJy/beam ! K 3.6 K

The channels are numbered from �63 to +63, and their velocities run
from �134.7 to +348.7 km/s. The channels �63, and +54 to +64 cannot be
used due to the low response at the two ends of the passband. This leaves
the channels �61 to +53 for the study of the HI layer of NGC 2403.

The channels �32 to +36, with velocities from �6.9 to +273.4 km/s,
show HI line emission from NGC 2403. The channels �33 to �29, with
velocities from�11.0 to +5.5 km/s, contain also galactic HI.2 This is present
over the entire observed �eld, also in the direction of NGC 2403. As a
consequence the channels with the galactic HI cannot be used for the study
of the HI layer of NGC 2403.

At each position on the sky the continuum emission has been calculated
from the channels free of HI line emission (�62 to �34 and +37 to +52),

2The galactic longitude and latitude of NGC 2403 are 150.5 and 29.2 degrees.
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by �tting a linear polynomial to the data as a function of velocity, and
it has subsequently been subtracted from the entire data set. After the
continuum subtraction, the channel maps and the antenna responses have
been smoothed to a resolution of 1300 � 1300 (FWHM), to get a round beam,
and subsequently the channel maps have been cleaned. For this cleaning,
masks have been de�ned at 10400� 10400 (FWHM) resolution. To obtain the
masks, copies of the channel maps have been smoothed, cleaned down to a
level of 1.5 times the r.m.s. noise, and clipped at the same level.

To clean the channel maps at 1300 (FWHM) resolution, the standard
H�ogbom clean cannot be used because the signal is too extended compared
to the beam and too many clean components would be found compared
to the number of observed visibilities. Therefore, a multi-resolution-clean
(Wakker et al. 1988) has been applied at resolutions of 1300 and 5200. With
this procedure the channel maps have been cleaned down to a level of 0.5
times the r.m.s. noise, and restored with a round Gaussian beam of 1300

(FWHM). With the multi-resolution-clean the negative bowl around the
signal could be completely removed, whereas with the standard H�ogbom
clean this could not have been achieved.

-100 0 100 200 300 400

0

2000

4000

6000 Figure 4.9 The global HI pro-

�le of NGC 2403. (Corrected for

primary beam attenuation) The 1�-

uncertainties in the pro�le are approx-

imately 180 mJy. Due to the Han-

ning smoothing the values in the pro�le

are not independent. The two vertical

lines indicate the velocity range of the

galactic HI.

After the cleaning it appears that all HI line emission of NGC 2403 is
located between 7h35m22s to 7h28m36s in R.A., and 65�2900000 to 65�5703000 in
DEC. Therefore, the total HI ux density in each channel map (see �gure 4.9)
is calculated from this region only. The total HI ux in NGC 2403 (see
table 4.5) is probably underestimated because in its calculation the channel
maps with the galactic HI have not been used.
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Figure 4.10 The statistical distributions of the central moments of the observed

HI velocity pro�les in NGC 2403. (Not corrected for primary beam attenuation.)

The top row represents the results of a direct calculation on the largest consecutive positive

peak in each pro�le, and the lower two rows show the results of �tting single component

Gauss functions to the pro�les. The uncertainties presented in the bottom row are the

formal 1�-uncertainties, and the uncertainties in the mean velocities are virtually the same

as in the velocity dispersions. The thin lines indicate pro�les with only noise, and the thick

lines pro�les with signal. Each histogram consists of 200 bins, and has been normalized

with respect to its peak value. Above each panel the medians of the distributions are given

together with the 3�-con�dence level for pro�les with signal.
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The Central Moments of the HI Velocity Pro�les

The �tting of the single component Gauss functions to the observed HI
velocity pro�les, which is done to obtain the column density, mean velocity,
and velocity dispersion �elds, presents two complications. The �rst is that
the channel maps with the galactic HI cannot be used. The radial helio-
centric velocities of these channels are close to zero, and they correspond to
positions on the major axis of the northern half in NGC 2403. Therefore at
these positions the column density, mean velocity, and velocity dispersion
of the HI of NGC 2403 cannot reliably be determined. The second is that
the signal is low compared to the noise, and its distribution in space and
velocity irregular. So there is hardly continuity of the signal that can be
used to obtain the initial estimates for the �tting of the Gauss functions
and to separate Gauss functions �tted to noise from those �tted to signal.
(For this situation actually, the extensive procedures described in Chapter 3,
Section 3.5 have been designed.)

To get rid of the Gauss functions that have not been �tted to signal, �rst
the functions with mean velocities outside the velocity range of the data
(�126.6 to +339.4 km/s) or within the velocity range of the galactic HI
(�15.2 to +9.6 km/s) are rejected. Next, the Gauss functions below the
3�-con�dence level in the signal-to-noise ratio are removed.

At this stage, after the rejection of the vast majority of the Gauss func-
tions �tted to noise, the distribution of the signal in space and velocity and
the parameter distributions of the Gauss functions �tted to signal have be-
come known well enough that they can be used for the further recognition
and rejection of Gauss functions �tted to noise on the basis of continuity. To
obtain a better de�nition of the continuity of the signal in velocity, a model
velocity �eld calculated with the rotation velocities measured by Begeman
is subtracted from the observed velocity �eld. In this way the velocity range
of the signal is reduced from �6.9 to +273.4 km/s to �30 to +30 km/s.

The �2's of the Gauss function �ts are calculated from only 15 channels
around the mean velocity of each �tted function. Since the velocity sep-
aration of the channel maps is 4.14 km/s and the median of the velocity
dispersion of the signal is �9.5 km/s (see �gure 4.10), the 3�-fraction of the
signal (99.73%) is still involved in the calculation. The �2's are converted to
reduced-�2's by dividing them by the mean �2 found in pro�les with only
noise.

The distribution on the sky of these reduced-�2 's shows only weak struc-
ture, which is associated with irregularities in the column density �eld (see
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Figure 4.11 The central moments of the observed HI velocity pro�les in

NGC 2403. In the column density map (upper left panel) the gray scales run from

�13 to +787 mJy/beam km/s. The �eld has been corrected for primary beam attenua-

tion. The ellipse indicates the largest circular ring (radius of 1150.500), with a measured

rotation velocity. The beam of 1300 � 1300 (FWHM) is shown in the lower right corner.

In the velocity �eld (upper right panel) the contours are in steps of 15 km/s around the

systemic velocity of 133.7 km/s, and the southern half of the galaxy is receding. The cross

indicates the dynamical centre of the layer. Inside the wedge around the major axis of the

northern half of the galaxy, where the line of sight velocities of the HI are close to zero,

the velocity pro�les are disturbed by galactic HI. In the velocity dispersion �eld (lower

left panel) the gray scales run from 5 to 21 km/s. The reduced-�2's of the Gauss function

�ts to the velocity pro�les are shown in lower right panel where the gray scales run from

0 to 8.
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�gure 4.11, upper left and lower right panel). The somewhat worse represen-
tation of the velocity pro�les at these positions by the �tted Gauss functions
also shows up as minor di�erences between the distribution of the �2's found
in pro�les with signal and the theoretical distribution found in pro�les with
only noise (see also �gure 4.10, lower right panel). The �ts with the largest
reduced �2's have been inspected by eye and considered good enough for
a correct determination of the pro�le integral, mean velocity, and velocity
dispersion.

The Tilted Ring Model

The Rotation Velocities

Table 4.5 Parameters of NGC 2403.

Type1 Sc(s)III

Optical centre1 (1950) � = 7h32m2:9s�400 ; � = 65�4204200�200

Kinematical centre HI (1950) � = 7h32m1:74s�3:200 ; � = 65�42044:500�2:800

Systemic velocity 133:7�1:0 km/s

Position angle 123:9�0:4�

Inclination 60:9�1:1�

Integrated HI ux 1318 � 10 Jy km/s = (6:23� 0:05)� 10�20 Watt=m2

Distance1 3.25 Mpc

MHI 3:27� 109 M�

LB
1 (7:9� 0:7)� 109LB�

LV
1 (3:1� 0:3)� 109LV�

disk scale length1 13000

R25
1 53400

Holmberg diameter1 29:00 � 15:00

1 Data from thesis Begeman, references therein.

The observed velocity �eld of NGC 2403 contains a lot of small scale
structure caused by spiral features and a considerable amount of noise so
that in the �tting of the circular rings there is a large risk of �nding local
�2 minima. Therefore, in order to �nd the real, global �2-minima, di�erent
initial estimates have been used.

With the beam of 1300 (FWHM) and the inclination of NGC 2403 of
about 60�, a critical sampling of the rings along the major axis of the galaxy
would require an increment of 9.500, and along the minor axis of 1900. In
practice a value in between these two has been used, and the rings have
been �tted with a radial increment of 1300.

For the determination of the central position and systemic velocity (see
table 4.5) only rings with radii smaller then 84000, with signal on both halves
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Figure 4.12The position angles, inclinations, and rotation velocities for the tilted

ring model of NGC 2403. The upper panel shows the position angles, the middle

panel the inclinations, and the lower panel the rotation velocities. The measurements

are indicated by the dots with the error bars, which are the 1�-uncertainties calculated

from the residual of the �t. The thin solid lines represent the results of smoothing in the

radial direction. In addition to the rotation velocities measured here, also those derived

by Begeman are indicated (dotted line).

of the major axes have been used (see �gure 4.13).

In the inner regions the measured position angles and inclinations (see
�gure 4.12, upper two panels) show the twist that is visible in the velocity
�eld (see �gure 4.11, upper right panel). No further global trend with radius
seems to be present. The small scale uctuations with radius are probably
caused by spiral features, and do not indicate real small scale warping of the
plane of the layer. The spiral features show up primarily in the inclinations
of the �tted rings. These small scale uctuations are neglected, and the
plane of the layer is assumed to be at. As position angle and inclination of
the HI layer, the average values found for radii smaller than 96000 have been
used. Also there must be signal on at least one half of the major axes (see
also �gure 4.13).

The rotation velocities (see �gure 4.12, bottom panel), measured with the
central positions, systemic velocities, position angles, and inclinations kept
�xed at the average values for the entire layer, are in good agreement with
the position-velocity map along the major axis of NGC 2403 (see �gure 4.13),
and also with the rotation velocities found by Begeman (1987, Ph.D. thesis).
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Figure 4.13 HI position-velocity

map along the major axis of

NGC 2403. The map has been ob-

tained by taking a slice through the

data at a position angle of 124�. It has

not been corrected for primary beam

attenuation. The contours are at lev-

els of �5.0, �2.5, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0 and

20.0 times the r.m.s. noise in the map

of 0.8 mJy/beam. The pixels in the

map are 5
00

� 4:12 km/s. The instru-

mental resolutions are indicated by the

tiny cross inside the box in the lower

left corner of the map. The velocity

resolution is 8.2 km/s (FWHM), and

the angular resolution 13.700 (FWHM).

The dots indicate the line of sight com-

ponents of the rotation velocities in the

tilted ring model. The two straight

lines indicate the velocity range of the

galactic HI.
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The HI Surface Densities
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Figure 4.14 The HI surface densities from the tilted ring model of NGC 2403.

(Corrected for primary beam attenuation.) The error bars represent 1�-uncertainties cal-

culated as the dispersion in the surface densities. The thin solid line represents the result

of a smoothing as a function of radius.

To avoid the e�ect of the galactic HI in the determination of the average
HI surface densities the channel maps with the galactic HI have not been
used, and also a wedge from �20 to +20 degrees around the major axis of
the northern half of the galaxy has been excluded.

The smoothing of the measurements in the radial direction has been done
by �tting a low degree polynomial at small radii smoothly shading o� into an
exp(�(r=r0)�) function at large radii. For � a value of 2.0 has been found,
which indicates that at large radii the HI surface density falls o� with radius
more or less like a Gaussan function.

The Random Velocity Dispersions and the Layer Thicknesses

Because of the high noise in the observations and the irregular dis-
tribution of the HI in NGC 2403, the observed velocity dispersion �eld is
extremely irregular and noisy, and no X-shaped feature indicating the inu-
ence of the observational beam and layer thickness is visible (see �gure 4.11,
lower left panel). The dispersion of the data values in the �eld is 3.6 km/s.
So anX-shaped feature of this amplitudemay be present without being seen.
This would correspond to a layer thickness with a 1�-dispersion measure of
�3000 (see Chapter 2, Table 2.1).

In spite of the absence of an X-shaped feature as in tilted ring models
or in NGC 3198, still an attempt is made to measure the random velocity
dispersions and layer thicknesses from the correlation between the velocity
dispersion �eld and the gradient in the velocity �eld. With the theoretical
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Figure 4.15 The random velocity dispersions and layer thicknesses in the tilted

ring model of the HI layer in NGC 2403. The �rst and third panel from top show

the measurements of the random velocity dispersion, and the second panel from top and

the bottom panel the measurements of the layer thickness (1�-dispersion measures). The

error bars are 1�-uncertainties, calculated from the residual of the �t. The thin solid lines

represent the results of smoothing as a function of radius. (The negative values found for

the layer thicknesses at the smallest and largest radii are caused by the sparse sampling

and the high noise in the mean velocity and velocity dispersion �elds.)

gradient vectors of the velocity �eld, calculated from the parameters of the
�tted circular rings, only the random velocity dispersions can be measured
(see �gure 4.15, upper two panels). With the observed gradient vectors,
however, between radii of 10000 and 70000 also layer thicknesses are found
(see �gure 4.15, lower two panels). This is purely caused by small scale cor-
relation between the observed velocity dispersion �eld and the gradient in
the observed mean velocity �eld due to spiral features.
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Figure 4.16 The model velocity dispersion �elds calculated from the measure-

ments of the random velocity dispersion and the layer thickness. The �eld on

the left is calculated with the theoretical, and the one on the right with the observed

gradient vectors of the velocity �eld. The gray scales run from 5.0 to 21.0 km/s just as in

the observed velocity dispersion �eld shown in �gure 4.11. In the lower right corner of the

panel on the left the observational beam is shown.

In addition to the measurements of the random velocity dispersions and
the layer thicknesses also the model velocity dispersion �elds have been cal-
culated. It appears that with the observed gradient vectors the spiral fea-
tures in the observed velocity dispersion �eld are represented, while with
the theoretical gradient vectors they are not (compare �gure 4.11, lower left
panel, with the panels in �gure 4.16). This is actually the reason why with
the observed gradient vectors layer thicknesses are found, while with the
theoretical gradient vectors they are not.

Finally it must be mentioned that in the model velocity dispersion �elds
the average velocity dispersion is lower than it is in the observed velocity
dispersion �eld. The reason is that the uncertainties in the observed velocity
dispersions are proportional to their values. Therefore high values systemat-
ically get less weight in the measurement of the random velocity dispersion
and the layer thickness, and consequently they are less well represented in
the model velocity dispersion �elds based on this measurement.
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Appendix

NGC 2403 (overview) In the up-

per left corner the optical image of the

galaxy is shown. It has been extracted

from the Palomar 48-inch Schmidt Tele-

scope Digitized Sky Survey, and its an-

gular resolution is about 200. In the up-

per right corner the distribution on the

sky of the column density, and in the

lower left corner of the mean line of sight

velocity of the neutral hydrogen in the

galaxy is shown. Both maps have been

obtained with the Westerbork Synthe-

sis Radio Telescope, at an angular res-

olution is 1300 (indicated in the lower

left corner of the column density map).

In the velocity map the contours are in

steps of 15 km/s around the systemic

velocity of the entire galaxy, and the

southern half of the galaxy is receding. In all maps the dynamical centre of the galaxy has

been indicated by a tiny circle in the centre.
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Table 4.6 Parameters of the tilted ring model of the HI layer of NGC 2403. (For

the layer thickness the 1�-dispersion measure has been given.) The uncertainties are the

1�-uncertainties, calculated from the residual of the �t.

radius P.A. inc. vrot npix nHI �ran Z0
00 � � km/s 1020/cm2 km/s 00

19.5 116.3 � 12. 52.2 � 29. 43.2 � 7.5 26 8.6 � 2.6 12.8 � 3.4 �5.7 � 14.

32.5 119.8 � 6.0 63.8 � 13. 59.2 � 4.9 47 8.5 � 2.0 11.1 � 1.7 �4.0 � 7.3

45.5 120.1 � 3.5 68.8 � 6.7 71.6 � 4.5 60 8.3 � 1.3 10.2 � 1.8 �3.9 � 3.3

58.5 127.1 � 3.4 68.2 � 6.4 76.2 � 4.1 81 7.8 � 1.2 8.8 � 1.9 �1.1 � 24.

71.5 126.8 � 2.2 61.5 � 4.5 79.4 � 3.0 106 8.3 � 1.2 10.7 � 1.1 �4.8 � 3.1

84.5 125.8 � 1.8 63.9 � 3.6 83.6 � 2.8 117 9.4 � 1.3 10.9 � 1.1 5.8 � 8.6

97.5 126.6 � 2.2 55.9 � 5.2 87.6 � 3.0 140 8.8 � 1.1 10.4 � 0.9 4.4 � 5.5

110.5 126.4 � 2.3 56.0 � 4.5 91.1 � 3.1 151 8.5 � 1.2 9.9 � 0.7 �0.1 � >99

123.5 123.1 � 2.1 59.6 � 3.7 92.1 � 2.3 163 8.8 � 1.2 9.3 � 0.8 5.2 � 5.0

136.5 121.1 � 1.8 59.2 � 3.3 94.8 � 2.0 171 9.1 � 1.3 9.2 � 0.8 4.2 � 6.5

149.5 120.8 � 1.5 62.2 � 3.0 97.7 � 1.9 192 9.4 � 1.2 9.0 � 0.7 3.1 � 7.1

162.5 121.1 � 1.2 63.4 � 2.7 98.5 � 2.4 224 9.3 � 1.2 9.4 � 0.7 7.9 � 3.8

175.5 119.0 � 1.1 61.1 � 2.5 99.8 � 2.5 247 10.1 � 1.2 9.8 � 0.7 8.2 � 4.6

188.5 118.3 � 0.7 57.5 � 1.9 101.6 � 2.1 252 10.8 � 1.2 9.8 � 0.6 12.1 � 4.9

201.5 120.2 � 0.7 57.5 � 2.1 105.8 � 1.8 277 10.8 � 1.3 9.6 � 0.5 8.2 � 4.2

214.5 122.0 � 0.9 52.7 � 2.4 109.7 � 1.7 297 10.8 � 1.1 9.7 � 0.5 8.1 � 4.7

227.5 121.5 � 0.9 54.6 � 2.1 112.8 � 1.7 322 11.1 � 1.0 9.6 � 0.5 7.5 � 6.4

240.5 123.0 � 0.9 55.4 � 1.9 114.8 � 1.8 346 11.0 � 0.8 9.7 � 0.5 10.3 � 4.3

253.5 123.3 � 0.7 57.3 � 1.6 117.0 � 1.5 344 10.5 � 0.8 9.2 � 0.6 12.7 � 4.9

266.5 123.3 � 0.8 59.5 � 1.5 119.5 � 1.3 388 10.4 � 0.9 8.7 � 0.5 10.5 � 3.3

279.5 123.3 � 0.8 60.7 � 1.5 121.1 � 1.4 401 9.5 � 0.8 9.2 � 0.6 12.0 � 3.5

292.5 123.8 � 0.8 62.7 � 1.4 121.8 � 1.5 410 9.0 � 0.7 9.1 � 0.5 11.7 � 3.8

305.5 124.5 � 0.7 63.1 � 1.3 122.8 � 1.6 439 9.2 � 0.8 9.2 � 0.4 9.4 � 4.9

318.5 124.4 � 0.7 64.3 � 1.3 122.7 � 1.6 444 8.5 � 0.8 8.9 � 0.5 12.7 � 7.8

331.5 124.0 � 0.7 64.9 � 1.2 126.5 � 1.6 433 8.2 � 0.9 8.4 � 0.5 12.8 � 5.7

344.5 124.9 � 0.6 58.6 � 1.2 127.9 � 1.5 451 7.4 � 0.8 8.4 � 0.4 10.8 � 5.7

357.5 125.0 � 0.6 59.5 � 1.2 128.5 � 1.5 457 7.1 � 0.8 8.3 � 0.4 10.1 � 5.3

370.5 124.6 � 0.5 58.9 � 1.2 128.4 � 1.3 487 7.5 � 0.7 7.8 � 0.5 14.9 � 5.5

383.5 124.9 � 0.6 59.3 � 1.2 128.0 � 1.2 511 6.8 � 0.7 7.8 � 0.4 15.0 � 4.9

396.5 124.6 � 0.6 60.3 � 1.3 128.4 � 1.3 537 7.4 � 0.6 7.9 � 0.4 12.8 � 4.1

409.5 124.2 � 0.6 59.4 � 1.3 128.5 � 1.2 552 7.4 � 0.6 7.8 � 0.4 12.9 � 3.7

422.5 124.2 � 0.6 60.4 � 1.3 128.0 � 1.2 587 7.1 � 0.6 7.9 � 0.4 10.4 � 3.8

435.5 124.0 � 0.6 60.3 � 1.3 127.4 � 1.4 566 7.4 � 0.6 8.0 � 0.4 6.8 � 3.4

448.5 125.2 � 0.6 61.0 � 1.3 125.8 � 1.2 614 7.4 � 0.6 7.8 � 0.4 6.2 � 4.0

461.5 124.8 � 0.6 61.9 � 1.2 127.0 � 1.2 620 7.1 � 0.5 7.7 � 0.3 7.2 � 3.6

474.5 124.3 � 0.6 62.3 � 1.3 127.6 � 1.3 645 7.1 � 0.5 7.4 � 0.4 9.6 � 3.1

487.5 125.1 � 0.6 54.6 � 1.2 127.9 � 1.5 661 6.8 � 0.5 7.3 � 0.4 10.0 � 3.5

500.5 125.4 � 0.5 55.8 � 1.1 127.4 � 1.4 658 7.1 � 0.4 7.6 � 0.3 5.6 � 4.3

513.5 125.4 � 0.4 57.4 � 1.0 127.4 � 1.3 698 6.2 � 0.5 7.3 � 0.3 8.4 � 3.5

526.5 125.4 � 0.4 58.4 � 0.9 127.8 � 1.3 730 5.8 � 0.5 7.3 � 0.3 8.1 � 4.0

539.5 125.2 � 0.5 59.2 � 0.9 128.4 � 1.3 737 6.0 � 0.5 7.8 � 0.3 8.6 � 3.8

552.5 125.0 � 0.5 60.1 � 0.9 128.6 � 1.1 755 6.2 � 0.4 8.2 � 0.3 8.6 � 3.7

565.5 124.9 � 0.4 61.0 � 0.8 128.3 � 1.0 754 5.8 � 0.5 7.8 � 0.4 10.9 � 5.1

578.5 125.0 � 0.4 61.8 � 0.9 128.0 � 1.1 744 5.8 � 0.5 7.5 � 0.4 17.1 � 4.5

591.5 125.2 � 0.4 61.1 � 0.9 127.4 � 1.0 743 5.8 � 0.5 7.5 � 0.4 14.8 � 5.4

604.5 123.8 � 0.4 57.8 � 0.9 128.0 � 1.0 712 5.4 � 0.5 7.3 � 0.3 10.2 � 4.5

617.5 123.7 � 0.4 58.7 � 0.8 128.3 � 0.9 749 5.1 � 0.4 7.1 � 0.3 11.3 � 4.2

630.5 123.8 � 0.3 58.6 � 0.7 127.5 � 0.9 740 4.9 � 0.5 6.9 � 0.3 9.6 � 4.2

643.5 124.1 � 0.3 59.2 � 0.7 127.0 � 0.8 753 5.0 � 0.4 6.8 � 0.3 10.0 � 5.6

656.5 124.2 � 0.4 59.9 � 0.7 127.8 � 0.8 749 4.8 � 0.4 6.7 � 0.3 3.8 � 10.
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Table 4.6 Parameters of the tilted ring model of the HI layer of NGC 2403.

Continued.

radius P.A. inc. vrot npix nHI �ran Z0
00 � � km/s 1020/cm2 km/s 00

669.5 123.6 � 0.3 60.5 � 0.7 129.2 � 0.8 751 5.0 � 0.4 6.7 � 0.3 7.6 � 6.2

682.5 123.7 � 0.4 61.6 � 0.6 129.8 � 0.8 736 4.8 � 0.4 6.7 � 0.3 6.3 � 6.3

695.5 123.9 � 0.3 61.8 � 0.6 129.5 � 0.8 752 4.4 � 0.4 6.7 � 0.3 9.0 � 4.6

708.5 123.8 � 0.3 62.2 � 0.6 129.3 � 0.9 721 4.5 � 0.4 6.8 � 0.4 10.1 � 4.8

721.5 123.7 � 0.3 62.2 � 0.6 128.6 � 0.9 688 4.2 � 0.4 7.1 � 0.4 6.9 � 5.6

734.5 124.0 � 0.3 62.7 � 0.6 129.0 � 1.0 588 3.9 � 0.4 7.2 � 0.4 3.9 � 6.7

747.5 123.8 � 0.3 63.5 � 0.6 130.0 � 1.1 554 3.5 � 0.4 6.7 � 0.4 �2.8 � 7.9

760.5 123.8 � 0.3 63.7 � 0.6 130.4 � 1.2 526 3.3 � 0.4 6.9 � 0.4 �1.1 � 21.

773.5 123.9 � 0.3 63.9 � 0.6 131.5 � 1.3 512 3.5 � 0.4 6.9 � 0.4 5.0 � 9.5

786.5 124.0 � 0.3 64.4 � 0.6 133.0 � 1.4 507 3.5 � 0.4 6.8 � 0.4 7.8 � 8.1

799.5 124.0 � 0.3 65.0 � 0.6 134.2 � 1.7 483 3.4 � 0.4 6.3 � 0.3 5.6 � 12.

812.5 123.9 � 0.3 65.2 � 0.7 136.6 � 2.2 469 3.3 � 0.4 6.2 � 0.4 �3.5 � 9.1

825.5 124.0 � 0.3 65.8 � 0.8 138.1 � 2.8 452 3.4 � 0.4 6.2 � 0.4 2.4 � 15.6

838.5 122.3 � 0.5 65.4 � 1.2 139.9 � 3.5 413 3.0 � 0.4 6.2 � 0.4 5.8 � 10.7

851.5 122.3 � 0.5 65.9 � 1.3 140.5 � 3.1 395 2.9 � 0.4 6.3 � 0.4 �6.3 � 0.8

864.5 121.1 � 2.5 51.2 � 4.5 141.8 � 2.7 373 2.7 � 0.4 6.2 � 0.5 �4.4 � 6.2

877.5 122.4 � 1.1 57.4 � 2.2 143.9 � 2.6 327 2.5 � 0.4 6.0 � 0.4 �6.3 � 1.1

890.5 123.3 � 1.6 51.9 � 8.6 140.8 � 3.3 280 2.2 � 0.4 6.2 � 0.5 �5.1 � 3.9

903.5 123.8 � 1.6 53.0 � 37. 135.9 � 4.5 224 2.4 � 0.4 7.0 � 0.7 �6.3 � 0.5

916.5 123.8 � 0.6 56.2 � 3.0 130.9 � 5.6 177 2.0 � 0.4 7.3 � 0.8 �6.3 � 0.2

929.5 123.7 � 0.7 57.0 � 2.0 131.5 � 4.5 179 1.8 � 0.4 6.7 � 0.7 �6.2 � 1.9

942.5 123.5 � 0.6 57.5 � 4.9 132.9 � 4.1 174 1.8 � 0.4 6.7 � 0.6 �5.0 � 3.9

955.5 123.2 � 0.7 58.4 � 1.8 132.2 � 3.3 147 1.9 � 0.4 6.5 � 0.6 �6.3 � 1.0

968.5 124.2 � 18. 54.0 � 28. 128.7 � 3.2 147 1.9 � 0.4 5.7 � 0.7 �3.8 � 12.

981.5 124.1 � 1.3 61.4 � 2.5 130.5 � 3.1 155 2.0 � 0.4 5.8 � 0.7 �5.9 � 6.7

994.5 124.0 � 0.7 59.4 � 2.5 130.0 � 3.1 161 1.7 � 0.4 5.8 � 0.7 �5.8 � 7.8

1007.5 122.4 � 1.2 57.0 � 37. 129.1 � 3.7 155 1.6 � 0.4 5.9 � 0.6 �6.3 � 1.2

1020.5 124.6 � >99 56.7 � >99 131.2 � 3.7 141 1.3 � 0.4 6.3 � 0.7 �4.9 � 7.1

1033.5 122.7 � 0.7 59.8 � 15. 134.0 � 3.6 119 1.2 � 0.4 5.8 � 0.9 �0.7 � 96.

1046.5 123.8 � 3.0 58.1 � >99 129.9 � 3.7 98 1.1 � 0.4 5.8 � 0.9 �4.8 � 4.5

1059.5 123.8 � 1.9 58.6 � >99 127.4 � 5.2 71 1.4 � 0.4 5.2 � 1.2 �6.2 � 2.3

1072.5 123.8 � 2.2 59.0 � >99 126.7 � 7.5 44 1.1 � 0.4 5.6 � 1.9 �6.3 � 1.4

1085.5 123.9 � 2.2 59.5 � >99 128.2 � 7.5 36 0.9 � 0.4 5.0 � 2.0 �6.1 � 17.

1098.5 124.0 � 2.2 59.9 � >99 115.9 � 19. 26 1.3 � 0.4 6.2 � 1.7 �6.0 � 17.

1111.5 123.8 � 2.8 60.3 � >99 121.4 � 17. 18 1.0 � 0.4 9.2 � 3.9 �6.2 � 5.5

1124.5 121.6 � 19. 60.4 � >99 140.8 � 8.6 18 1.1 � 0.4 6.4 � 4.2 82.2 � >99

1137.5 123.5 � 3.5 60.9 � >99 144.9 � 7.5 11 0.8 � 0.4 4.9 � 3.9 120.1 � >99

1150.5 121.8 � 24. 61.2 � >99 137.6 � 22. 7 0.6 � 0.4 3.9 � 15. �6.3 � 22.

1163.5 121.0 � 0.9 63.0 � 25. 0.8 � 0.4

1176.5 123.2 � 2.4 62.4 � >99 1.0 � 0.4

1189.5 123.3 � 2.2 62.8 � >99 0.8 � 0.4

1202.5 122.3 � 1.9 63.2 � >99 0.9 � 0.4

1215.5 121.7 � 36. 62.9 � >99 0.5 � 0.4

1228.5 123.2 � 2.1 63.8 � >99 0.6 � 0.4

1241.5 121.9 � 1.7 64.3 � 56. 0.5 � 0.4

1254.5 122.1 � 7.9 64.0 � >99 0.4 � 0.4

1267.5 122.9 � 2.0 64.7 � >99 0.6 � 0.4

1280.5 123.3 � 0.8 66.7 � 16. 0.4 � 0.4

1293.5 123.3 � 0.8 66.9 � 17. 0.2 � 0.4

1306.5 140.4 � 60. 2 0.6 � 0.4
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5 The Mass Distributions in

NGC 3198 and NGC 2403

5.1 Introduction

The radial mass distributions in NGC 3198 and NGC 2403 have already

been determined before, from observed HI rotation velocities (Begeman 1989,

A&A, and Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis, Chapter 5). The vertical mass

distributions in the two galaxies, however, have hardly any inuence on the

observed HI rotation velocities, and so they must be determined otherwise.

For this purpose it is assumed that the gas layer of each of the two

galaxies is in hydrostatic equilibrium in the vertical direction. Basically this

means that in the vertical direction the layer is not contracting or expanding,

and that the thickness of the layer is completely determined by the vertical

random velocity dispersion of the gas and the vertical mass distribution of

the galaxy. Because the gas is collisionly dominated matter, it can safely

be assumed that its observed random velocity dispersion, which is along the

line of sight, is equal to its vertical random velocity dispersion.

On the basis of this principle, in this chapter the attening of the mass

distributions in NGC 3198 and NGC 2403 will be derived from the HI random

velocity dispersions and layer thicknesses measured in Chapter 4.

5.2 Mass Models

Usually the mass distribution in a spiral galaxy is separated in three

components:

The �rst mass component corresponds to the distribution of the light

in the galaxy. Usually it is divided in a disk and a bulge. If the mass

to light ratios of the disk and bulge are independent of radius, the mass

surface densities of the disk and bulge can be traced with the observed radial

101
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luminosity pro�le of the galaxy. In NGC 2403 and NGC 3198 this pro�le

is well represented by an exponential disk, and no bulge (Kent 1987, and

Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis). So, here the bulge need not be considered.

The density of the disk is denoted as �D, its scale length as R0D, and its

central density as �0D. In the vertical direction the disk is assumed to have

a sech2 pro�le with a scale height, denoted as Z0D, that is not dependent on

radius, and equal to 0:2R0D (van der Kruit and Searle 1981). So the density

distribution of the disk is given by:

�D(R;Z) = �0D exp(�R=R0D) sech
2(Z=Z0D) : (5.1)

The total mass of the disk, MD, is found by integrating this density distri-

bution in R and Z, which yields:

MD = 4�R2
0DZ0D�0D : (5.2)

The second mass component is needed to explain the high observed HI

rotation velocities in the outerparts of spiral galaxies (e.g. van Albada et

al. 1985). It has no visible counterpart, and it is usually referred to as a

dark halo. A suitable density distribution for the dark halo, denoted as �H,

is given by:

�H(R;Z) = �0H

 
1 +

R2 + Z2=q2

R2
H

!
�1

: (5.3)

This density distribution is a function of three parameters: a core radius,

RH, a central density, �0H, and the ratio between its vertical and radial

extent, q. At in�nitely large radii it causes an asymptotic rotation velocity,

vH(1), and in the principal plane of the density distribution, given by Z=0,

this rotation velocity is given by:

v2H(1) = 4�G�0HR
2
H q arcsin(e)=e : (5.4)

with e =
p
1� q2 (Sackett and Sparke 1990). The asymptotic rotation

velocity can in several cases directly be compared to the observed HI rotation

velocities in the outer parts of spiral galaxies.

The third mass component is the gas. It primarily consists of HI, helium,

and possibly molecular hydrogen. The distribution of the HI is observed.
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The distribution of the helium cannot be observed, but it is assumed to be

the same as that of the HI, and the helium mass is taken into account by

multiplying the HI density by a factor of 1.4. The molecular hydrogen is not

taken into account (see also Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis, page 116), but it is

assumed to follow the distribution of the light, and therefore to be included

in the �rst mass component.

When the disk{halo{gas mass model is �tted to observations, the scale

length of the stellar disk and the density distribution of the gas are directly

inferred from optical and HI line observations. (The scale height of the disk

is assumed to be coupled to its scale length.) This leaves the mass of the

stellar disk, and the core radius, asymptotic rotation velocity, and attening

of the dark halo as parameters still to be determined from the observed HI

rotation velocities, random velocity dispersions, and layer thickness.

First consider how the observed HI rotation velocities can be used for

this purpose. The rotation velocities from the di�erent components of the

mass model depend on the same parameters as the density distributions of

these components (see Appendix A), and add quadratically. So, to obtain

the remaining parameters of the disk and the halo, the rotation velocities

induced by the model can be �tted to observed rotation velocities. However,

usually the observed HI rotation velocities can be explained about equally

well with several sets of disk{halo parameters. It appears that a combination

of a heavy stellar disk and a dark halo with a large core radius is just as

acceptable as a combination of a light stellar disk and a halo with a small

core radius, and also that all halo attenings are acceptable.

Therefore, in order to choose between these di�erent sets of acceptable

disk{halo parameters, the observed HI random velocity dispersions and layer

thicknesses will be used. For this purpose, the model layer thicknesses are

calculated from the observed random velocity dispersions, for the di�erent

sets of disk{halo parameters, and compared to the actually observed layer

thicknesses. Since the density of the disk falls o� exponentially with radius

and the density of the dark halo only with the square of the radius, at

small radii the stellar disk yields the most important contribution to the

mass density in the plane of the galaxy, and at large radii the dark halo.

Therefore, at small radii the mass of the stellar disk can be derived; since

the disk is relatively thin, a heavy stellar disk will lead to a small layer

thickness, and vice versa. At large radii the halo attening can be derived:

the rounder the halo the larger the layer thickness.
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5.3 The Theoretical Vertical Density Pro�le of the

Gas

As mentioned in the introduction, to calculate the theoretical gas layer

thickness in the mass models described in the previous section, the gas layer

is assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium in the vertical direction. For a

thin layer this means that the dependence of the gas density on the vertical

coordinate is given by:
@�gas

@Z
= KZ

�gas

�2gas
: (5.5)

In this equation �gas indicates the density of the gas, �gas the random velocity

dispersion of the gas, which is assumed constant with height above the plane

of the layer, and KZ the total vertical force on the gas per unit of its mass.

KZ is the sum of the forces from the disk, the halo, and the gas itself:

KZ = KZD +KZH +KZgas : (5.6)

The gravitational forces from the disk and halo can be calculated directly

(see Appendix A), and the gravitational force from the gas itself with the

Poisson equation in a cylindrically symmetric system (Binney and Tremaine

1987, page 48):

�@KZgas

@Z
= 4�G�gas+

1

R

@RKRgas

@R
= 4�G�gas�

1

R

@v2gas

@R
; (5.7)

with the boundary condition that in the plane of the layer it is zero:

KZgas(Z=0) = 0 : (5.8)

In equation (5.7) KRgas indicates the gravitational force of the gas in the

radial direction, and vgas the rotation velocity induced by the gas. Both are

calculated from the spatial distribution of the gas (see Appendix A).

As boundary condition for equation (5.5) we use the constraint that the

integral of the density of the gas in the vertical direction yields the surface

density of the gas: Z +1

�1

dZ�gas = �gas : (5.9)

The layer thickness is de�ned as the dispersion of the density distribution

of the gas in the vertical direction:

Z2
0gas =

1

�gas

Z +1

�1

dZZ2�gas ; (5.10)

and it can be obtained after equation (5.5) has been integrated in Z.
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5.4 NGC 3198

The Radial Mass Distribution

In NGC 3198 the radial luminosity pro�le is well explained with an ex-

ponential disk with a scale length of 2.6 kpc only (Begeman 1987, Ph. D. the-

sis, Chapter 2), and no bulge. The scale height of the disk is assumed to be

0.2 times the scale length (van der Kruit and Searle 1981), or 0.52 kpc.

MD RH vH(1) q �2

1010M� kpc km=s

3.570 11.1 177.1 1.0 2.35

3.582 12.0 174.1 0.5 2.38

3.587 12.8 172.0 0.2 2.41

3.589 13.1 171.2 0.1 2.41

1.785 2.00 141.9 1.0 4.19

1.791 2.26 141.3 0.5 4.28

1.794 2.48 140.8 0.2 4.34

1.794 2.58 140.7 0.1 4.36

.7142 .688 145.4 1.0 5.34

.7163 .805 145.3 0.5 5.27

.7174 .906 145.2 0.2 5.22

.7178 .948 145.2 0.1 5.20

Table 5.1Parameters of disk{halo mass

models �tted to the observed HI ro-

tation velocities in NGC 3198. In the

upper panel the results are presented ob-

tained with the disk mass, halo core radius,
and the asymptotic halo rotation velocity

as free parameters. In this way the maxi-

mum disk mass, MDmax, of�3:6 �1010M� is
obtained, for which the rotation velocities

predicted by the disk{halo model do just

not exceed the observed HI rotation veloci-
ties. In the lower two panels the results are

presented obtained with only the halo core

radius and halo asymptotic rotation veloc-
ity as free parameters, and the disk mass

kept �xed at 0.5 and 0.2 times its maxi-

mum value. In all �ts the axis ratio of the
halo has been kept �xed.

To constrain the remaining parameters in the disk{halo{gas mass model

for NGC 3198, the model rotation velocities are �tted to the observed HI ro-

tation velocities (see table 5.1). In the �t the rotation velocities induced by

the gas are taken into account. They are calculated from the surface densities

of the HI (see Appendix A), multiplied by a factor of 1.4 to take the mass of

the helium into account. For simplicity, the vertical extent of the gas layer

is neglected in the calculation (see also Begeman 1987, Ph.D. thesis page

116{117). The errors introduced in this way will not be large, in the �rst

place because the inuence of the vertical extent of gas layer on the induced

rotation velocities is not large, and in the second place because the rotation

velocities induced by the gas are small compared to the rotation velocities

induced by the disk and the halo, and are therefore not an important factor

anyway.

In the �tting of the disk{halo models to the observed HI rotation veloc-

ities, initially a range of values for the halo attening and the disk mass is
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Figure 5.1 The rotation veloci-

ties in the disk{halo models for

NGC 3198. The observed rotation

velocities are indicated by the dots
with the error bars, indicating 1�-

uncertainties, and the rotation veloc-

ities of the model and its three com-
ponents by the thin solid lines. The

three panels correspond to the panels
in Table 5.1. In each panel the results

for �xed halo axis ratios of 1.0, 0.5, 0.2,

and 0.1 are shown, but these cannot be
distinguished.

adopted. The precise values are to be determined later, from the observed

HI random velocity dispersions and layer thicknesses. First however, the

maximum disk mass, which is the disk mass corresponding to the maximum

disk{halo rotation velocities allowed by the observed HI rotation velocities,

is determined. After the maximum disk mass has been obtained, the �tting

is done with only the halo core radius and asymptotic rotation velocity as

free parameters, while the disk mass is kept �xed at 0.5 and 0.2 times the

obtained maximum disk mass. All this is done for various halo attenings.

With all disk masses and halo attenings the observed HI rotation ve-

locities are represented equally well (see �gure 5.1). The maximum disk

mass found here is somewhat higher (�10%) than the maximum disk mass

for a round halo found by Begeman (1987, thesis, page 127). This may be

because Begeman derived the radial mass distribution of the stellar disk di-

rectly from the observed radial luminosity pro�le of the galaxy, and did not

use a �tted exponential disk. So, while Begeman's disk is truncated where

the photometry stops, the exponential disk used in this study will extend to

in�nite radii, and therefore it will also have a higher mass.
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The Flattening of the Mass Distribution

To �nd the disk mass and the attening of the dark halo for the models

�tted in the previous section (see table 5.1), the thickness of the HI layer

is calculated from the observed random HI velocity dispersions smoothed as

a function of radius (see �gure 4.7) and the overall force �eld, taking into

account the self-gravity of the gas. We then compare the calculated values

to the observed HI layer thickness.
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Figure 5.2 The gas layer thick-

ness in the disk{halo models for

NGC 3198. The thin solid lines in-

dicate the theoretical, and the dots

with the error bars (indicating 1�-
uncertainties) the observed layer thick-

ness. The three panels correspond to

the panels in Table 5.1. In each panel
the model layer thickness is given for

halo axis ratios of 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, and 0.1.

From Figure 5.2 we can see that for all disk masses, a halo axis ratio

of about 0.2 is in agreement with the observed HI layer thicknesses at large

radius. A dark halo rounder than say q = 0:4 seems unlikely. At small radii

the model layer thickness is too low, although within the uncertainties of the

observed layer thicknesses. A disk mass lower than the maximum disk mass

may be preferable, since with a light stellar disk higher values for the layer

thickness are predicted.

However, the determination of the actual disk mass and halo core radius

from the measured HI random velocity dispersion and layer thickness works

less well than would be expected. The reason is that mass models with a
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heavy stellar disk and a halo with a large core radius, and mass models with

a light stellar disk and a halo with a small core radius, both explaining the

observed HI rotation velocities about equally well, also have approximately

the same atness. If the stellar disk is heavy, the mass distribution will

be attened due to the disk itself, and if the stellar disk is light the mass

distribution will be attened due to the small core radius of the dark halo.

Therefore these models predict also about the same layer thicknesses.

5.5 NGC 2403

The Radial Mass Distribution

MD RH vH(1) q �2

1010M� kpc km=s

1.683 10.07 177.3 1.0 3.56

1.685 10.70 172.9 0.5 3.56

1.686 11.29 170.1 0.2 3.56

1.687 11.54 169.1 0.1 3.56

1.655 14.13 194.2 0.0 3.02

.8415 1.562 119.3 1.0 4.77

.8424 1.737 118.5 0.5 4.93

.8431 1.884 117.9 0.2 5.04

.8433 1.944 117.7 0.1 5.08

.3366 .8781 125.3 1.0 3.58

.3370 .9894 124.8 0.5 3.64

.3372 1.085 124.5 0.2 3.68

.3373 1.124 124.3 0.1 3.70

Table 5.2 Parameters of disk-halo mass

models �tted to the observed HI ro-

tation velocities in NGC 2403. In the

upper panel the results are presented ob-
tained with the disk mass, halo core radius,

and the asymptotic halo rotation velocity

as free parameters. In this way the maxi-
mum disk mass, MDmax, of�1:7 �1010M� is

obtained, for which the rotation velocities

predicted by the disk{halo model do just
not exceed the observed HI rotation veloci-

ties. In the lower two panels the results are

presented obtained with only the halo core
radius and halo asymptotic rotation veloc-

ity as free parameters, and the disk mass

kept �xed at 0.5 and 0.2 times its maxi-
mum value. In all �ts the axis ratio of the

halo has been kept �xed.

In NGC 2403 the stellar disk has a scale length of 2.05 kpc (Kent 1987),

from which a scale height of 0.41 kpc (van der Kruit and Searle 1981) is

inferred. The remaining parameters of the disk{halo models �tted to the

rotation curve are given in Table 5.2.

At small radii the models do not correctly represent the observed HI ro-

tation velocities (see �gure 5.3). Perhaps the observed rotation velocities

cannot entirely be trusted, because of the twist in the inner parts of the

observed HI velocity �eld (see �gure 4.11, upper right corner). With the

addition of a bulge it might also be possible to explain the observed HI rota-

tion velocities, but no stellar bulge is visible in the optical luminosity pro�le
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Figure 5.3 The rotation velocities in the disk-halo models for NGC 2403. The
observed rotation velocities are indicated by the dots with the error bars, indicating 1�-

uncertainties, and the rotation velocities of the model and its three components by the

thin solid lines. The three panels correspond to the panels in Table 5.2. In each panel the
results for �xed halo axis ratios of 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, and 0.1 are shown, but these cannot be

distinguished.

of the galaxy (see Kent 1987). Another explanation may be that the mass-

to-light ratio of the visible matter is not constant with radius, but increases

at small radii.

The Flattening of the Mass Distribution

On the basis of the comparison between the actually observed layer

thickness and the model layer thickness calculated from the observed random

velocity dispersions smoothed as a function of radius (see �gure 4.15) none

of the disk-halo models in Table 5.2 can really be preferred or excluded.

However, the e�ect of a gas layer with a thickness of 0.4{0.5 kpc would

have been visible in the observed HI velocity dispersion �eld as an X-shaped

feature, and it is not. Therefore, and also because of the low observed layer

thickness at intermediate to large radii, a round halo seems not so likely.
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Moreover, in none of the models the layer thickness is constant with radius,

as the observed HI layer thicknesses seem to be. For this reason a model

with a light disk and attened halo may be preferable, because in such a

model the increase of the layer thickness with radius is weakest. Obviously,

beyond about 11 kpc the thickness that is measured is meaningless.
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Figure 5.4 The gas layer thicknesses in the disk{halo models for NGC 2403.

The thin solid lines indicate the theoretical, and the dots with the error bars (indicating

1�-uncertainties) the observed layer thickness. The three panels correspond to the panels

in Table 5.2. In each panel the model layer thickness is given for halo axis ratios of 1.0,
0.5, 0.2, and 0.1.
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Appendix A The Rotation Velocities and Vertical

Forces Induced by the Various Mass Components

For a disk with a density distribution, �(R;Z), the induced rotation

velocity, vD, in the plane of the disk, Z=0, is calculated with:

v2D(R) = �8�GR
Z
1

0

udu

Z
1

0

dZ
@�(u; Z)

@u

K(p)� E(p)
�
p
Rup

(5A.1)

with x = (R2 + u2 + Z2)=(2Ru), p = 1=(x +
p
x2 � 1), and where K and

E are the complete elliptic integrals of the �rst and second kind (Casertano

1983). This expression is evaluated numerically.

For the stellar, exponential{sech2 disk, described in the text, with its

density distribution given by equation (5.1), the vertical gravitational force,

KZD, is equal to:

KZD(R;Z) = �4�G�0D exp(�R=R0D) Z0D tanh(Z=Z0D) (5A.2)

(Spitzer 1942).

For the dark halo, with a density distribution given by equation (5.3),

the equation for the gravitational potential has been published by Sackett

and Sparke (1990). Di�erentiation of their equation with respect to R is

straightforward and yields the following expression for the rotation velocity

of the dark halo, vH, in its principle plane, Z=0:

v2H(R) = v2H(1)

0
B@1� (e=q) � arctan

�q�
e2R2

H +R2
�
=
�
q2R2

H

��
arctan (e=q) �

q�
e2R2

H +R2
�
=
�
q2R2

H

�
1
CA (5A.3)

with e =
p
1� q2. For a round halo the rotation velocity is given by equa-

tion (5A.3) in the limit q ! 1:

v2H(R) = v2H(1)

�
1� arctan (R=RH)

R=RH

�
; (5A.4)

which has also been given by Begeman (1987, thesis, page 117). For an in-

�nitely at halo, with an excentricity of one, the rotation velocity is given

by equation (5A.3) in the limit q ! 0:

v2H(R) = v2H(1)

 
1�

s
R2
H

R2
H
+R2

!
: (5A.5)
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The vertical gravitational force of the dark halo, KZH, is obtained by

di�erentiating Sackett and Sparke's equation for the gravitational potential

of the dark halo with respect to Z:

KZH(R;Z) = � v2H(1)

arcsin(e)d
(f � g) ; (5A.6)

with: f =
p
x arctan (eZ/q

p
x), g =

p
y arctan

�
eZ/q

p
y
�
, x = (b+ d)=2,

y = (b� d)=2, d =
p
b2 � 4ac, a = R2

H, b = R2
He

2 + R2 + Z2, c = Z2e2,

and e =
p
1� q2. For a round halo, in the limit q ! 1, this becomes:

KZH(R;Z) = �
v2H(1)RHZ

(R2 + Z2)3=2

 s
R2 + Z2

R2
H

� arctan

s
R2 + Z2

R2
H

!
:(5A.7)

For a at halo, in the limit q ! 0:

KZH(R;Z) = �
vH(1)

d

�p
x� py� (5A.8)

with: x = (b+d)=2, y = (b�d)=2, d =
p
b2 � 4ac, a = R2

H, b = R2
H+R2+Z2,

and c = Z2.

For the gaseous component, the rotation velocities are calculated with

equation (5A.1), just as for the stellar disk. It is assumed that the gas layer

is cylindrically symmetric, and for simplicity the vertical extent of the layer

is neglected, even though the layer thickness is known. Doing so, the Z

dependency of the density becomes a Dirac �{function. Consequently the

integration in Z in equation (5A.1) becomes the evaluation at Z=0 of the

function that is integrated.

The vertical gravitational force of the gas is found by integrating the

Poisson equation (5.7) once. This yields:

KZgas(R;Z) = �4�G
Z Z

0

dZ0 �gas +
Z

R

@v2gas

@R
: (5A.10)

Appendix B The integration of the equation for

hydrostatic equilibrium

To integrate the coupled di�erential equations (5.5), (5.7), and (5.10)

from Z=0 to Z=1 we re-write them as a function of a vector ~u(Z). The
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�rst component of this vector is de�ned as the density of the gas:

u1(Z) = �gas(Z) ; (5B.1)

the second component as the surface density of the gas up to the current Z:

u2(Z) =

Z Z

0

dZ0�gas ; (5B.2)

and the third component as the second central moment of the density of the

gas up to the current Z:

u3(Z) =

Z Z

0

dZ0Z0
2
�gas : (5B.3)

With equation (5A.2) the Z{force of the disk, KZD(Z), and with equa-

tion (5A.6) the Z{force of the dark halo, KZH(Z), can be evaluated, and by

substituting equation (5B.2) into (5A.10), the Z{force induced by the gas,

KZgas(Z) can be written as a function of ~u:

KZgas(Z) = �4�Gu2(Z) +
Z

R

@v2gas

@R
: (5B.4)

The total force on the gas, KZ(Z), is the sum of the forces of the disk, the

halo, and the gas itself, and it is evaluated by substituting equation (5B.4)

in equation (5.6) of the text. Equations (5.5), (5.9), and (5.10) can then be

rewritten as a function of ~u:

du1

dZ
=

�
KZD +KZH � 4�Gu2 +

Z

R

@v2gas

@R

�
u1

�2gas
du2

dZ
= u1

du3

dZ
= u1Z

2 : (5B.5)

To obtain the theoretical vertical density pro�le of the gas, equation (5B.5)

can be integrated in Z, with Bulirsch{Stoer integration, for example (see Nu-

merical Recipes 1992, page 724). The integration is started at Z = 0 with

u1(0) = �gas(Z = 0), u2(0) = 0, and u3(0) = 0. After the integration, at

Z=1, the surface density of the gas is given by:
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�gas = 2u2(1) (5B.6)

and the layer thickness by:

Z2
0gas = u3(1)=u2(1) (5B.7)

In practice, usually �gas(Z=0) is not known, however. This means that

only part of the boundary condition needed to start the integration is avail-

able. Therefore, in practice the observed value for �gas is used, as given by

equation (5.9). This boundary condition applies to the second element of ~u,

at Z=1 instead of Z=0, and so it can only be ful�lled after the integration.

To solve this problem, subsequent integrations of equation (5B.5) are done in

an iterative process. Each integration is started with an estimate �0gas(Z=0)

for �gas(Z=0)) instead of the actual value. From this estimate, after the in-

tegration an estimate �0gas is found for �gas. In the absence of self-gravitation

of the gas, �0gas(Z=0)=�0gas will be equal to �gas(Z=0)=�gas, and in the pres-

ence of self-gravitation, at least if the estimate �0gas(Z=0) is not too bad, the

two will be close. Therefore, after each integration �0gas(Z = 0) is updated

with �0gas(Z=0)�gas=�
0

gas. The process of integrating equation (5B.5), and

updating the initial condition is repeated until convergence is reached in

�gas.
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6 Conclusions and Future

Research

6.1 Conclusions

In this study the random velocity dispersion and thickness of the HI layer

in NGC 3198 and NGC 2403 have been measured. In NGC 3198 a ran-

dom velocity dispersion of 10�3 km/s (1�-uncertainty) in the inner regions,

decreasing down to 8�1 km/s in the outer regions, and a layer thickness

(1�-dispersion measure) of 400�200 pc inside a radius of 15 kpc aring to-

wards 750�300 pc at a radius of 25 kpc have been found, and in NGC 2403

a random HI velocity dispersion of 10�0.5 km/s in the inner regions, de-

creasing down to 6�0.5 km/s in the outer regions, and a layer thickness

(1�-dispersion measure) of 200�200 pc.

When the observed HI rotation velocities are explained with dark matter,

these measurements imply that the ratio between the vertical and radial

axis of the dark matter distribution in the two galaxies is 0.25�0.2. This

means that the dark matter distribution is more like a thick disk than a

round halo. Whether the mass to light ratio of the visible matter is high,

in combination with a dark matter distribution with a large core radius, or

the mass to light ratio of the visible matter is low, in combination with a

dark matter distribution with a small core radius, cannot be decided from

these measurements. Still a low mass to light ratio of the visible matter in

combination with a dark matter distribution with a small core radius may be

preferable, because in this mass distribution the theoretical layer thickness

is largest, approaching the rather high observed layer thickness.
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6.2 Future Research

It may still be worthwhile to investigate if there is really no other way to

explain the observed HI velocity �elds in spiral galaxies than with circular

orbits for the HI, implying large amounts of invisible matter or a modi�ed

gravitation theory, especially because a satisfactory explanation for the fact

that the observed HI rotation velocities in the outer parts of spiral galaxies

seem to stay exactly constant with radius is still lacking. For example,

maybe contraction in the inner regions of the HI layers of spiral galaxies,

changing into expansion in the outer regions can explain the observed HI

velocity �elds, and it might also explain the twist in the inner regions in the

observed velocity �elds of the HI layers of NGC 3198 and NGC 2403.

It might also be worthwhile to take a closer look at the HI column density

and velocity dispersion �elds observed in face-on galaxies. Because in these

galaxies the HI random velocity dispersion is directly measured, it may be

possible in this way to decide whether the HI random velocities are indeed

constant on circular orbits, as has been supposed here, or maybe not. Sec-

ondly, from the correlation between the two �elds, the pressure term in the

HI layer of a spiral galaxy may be studied. For instance, if the HI column

density as well as the random velocity dispersion are high, the pressure will

be high as well.


